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8' INTRODUCTION
The competition between the radio and the newspaper
for the advertising dollar of the local retailer is beginning
to be recognized in terms of a pitched battle. For over a
decade these two advertising media have been figuratively at
each other's throats.
The newspaper has had the upper hand in that It hss
been the medium that the retail store advertiser has habitu-
ally used. The total local advertising expenditures for the
nation as a whole in the newspaper have always far exceeded
(1)
the nationwide local advertising expenditures in radio.
But the expenditures in radio advertising have been increas-
ing substantially since 1934, whereas local advertising ex-
penditures in the newspapers have risen and fallen in the ten
year period. Local ne^"'spaper advertising will probably never
again reach the heights attained in 1928, 1929, and 1930.
Expenditures for local advertising in the newspaper were
!l^5'74,000,000 in the year 1928, the all-time high of i|605,000,000
in 1929, and the beginning of the decline $500,000,000 in
(1)
1930. Of course radio couldn't be called a competitor in
any sense of the word in those years. The picture this
(1)
National Association of Broadcasters, Department of
Broadcast Advertising statistical data, 1945, Table 4
See Table 1 , p. 36
'.f
past year, 1944, If any reliance can be placed on estimates,
would tend to show that radio is getting a goodly portion of
the local retailer's advertising dollar. The local adver-
tising expenditures in the newspaper were better than three
times greater than local advertising expenditures in radio.
^
While radio cannot be called a serious com.petitor to the news-
paper in view of the situation, it does and is going to have
much more to say about this supremacy of the newsppper.
Without a question of a doubt, retailers have
found that the newspaper offers more advantages as an adver-
tising medium than does any other. If not, why have they
spent so many millions of dollars annually in retail news-
paper advertising? When a better medium comes along, they
will undoubtedly recognize it. Some retailers have seen the
advantages that the radio offers as an advertising medium.
Possibly some of these radio-conscious retailers use radio
exclusively, but the majority still use the newspaper in a
primary capacity.
Retailers should not just coast along habitually
using newspapers just because they think it is the better
medium for them. They should not close their eyes to radio.
They shouldn't be wary of radio as an advertising medium.
Before any of them say that radio is not for them, let them
give radio a good trial. Let them draw up a careful adver-
tising campaign that will run for a substantial length of
^3^^ 5?ee Table 1
page 36

time so that results can be properly weighed and judged. If
radio advertising has been unsuccessful, even though all the
factors have been given careful consideration, then the re-
tailer will have proved to himself that radio cannot suc-
cessfully advertise his merchandise. At the present time
the newspaper would be a better medium for him than ls the
radio.
There will be some retailers who will be shaken
from their lethargy when they see that radio has done things
for them. They will be surprised to learn that radio can
sell goods.
This battle between the newspaper and the radio
should bring to light that there is competition betweon the
two media. So many retailers think that the newspaper is the
only advertising medium for them. The fact is that most of
them can use both— one in a supplementary capacity to the
other.
In the fall of 1943, the Retail Promotion 6ommittee
for the Broadcasting Industry published a series of five book-
lets on retailing and broadcasting. Mr. Lewis H. Avery,
NAB Director of Broadcast Advertising was the co-author in
all the booklets, ably assisted by outstanding men in the re-
tail broadcasting field,
(1)
See Bibliography, page 163

The newspaper industry evidently thought that these
booklets were a powerful promotional job for the radio in-
dustry. Consequently in May, 1944, the six New York City
dailies conducted a survey for the basis of their own pro-
motional campaign to counteract this effort of the radio in-
dustry. Crossley, Pact Finders Associates, and Grant Re-
search Associates (Clark) conducted the survey on consumer
preference for the radio or the newspaper as an advertising
medium.
In 1941, Prank ^ellegrin, then NAB Director of
Broadcast Advertising, published a series of articles. Man-
ual of Radio Advertising
, to promote radio as an advertising
medium as contrasted with nev;spapers and magazines.
Professor C. H. Sandage of Harvard University
Graduate School of Business Administration published in 1945
Radio Advertising for Retailers.
In 1940, the Bureau of Advertising of the American
Newspaper Publishers Association published a promotional
piece of v^ork. The Newspaper as an Advertising: Medium .
All these publications were consulted extensively
in the writing of this thesis. In each case, with the pos-
sible exception of Professor Sandage 's book, the results
are viewed through slightly biased eyes. Radio Advert 1 sing
(1)
See page 119
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for Retailers ^ although made possible by a grant from the
Columbia Broadcasting System, was written not as a promo-
tional project for the radio industry, but as an informa-
tive study for retailers in general.
It is the aim of this thesis to root out this
bias so that the retailer can see for himself which is the
better medium for hlm--the newspaper or the radio. Each
glorifying statement cited by either medium will be graded
as to what it's worth. Once rid of bias, similar statements
will be analyzed to account for their apparent direct contra
diction. In this way the value of the newspaper and the
radio as advertising media for the local advertiser may be
properly determined.

CHAPTER I
WAT IS RETAIL, RADIO, AND NFAfSPAPER ADVERTISING?
Retail Advertising
Contrast with National Advertising
A committee of the American Newspaper Publishers
Association, In April 1931, recognized the need for defini-
tions of retail and national advertising. The need arose
from the constant misunderstandings among advertisers con-
cerning the rate policies if the newspapers. A member of
advertisers, ordinarily classed as national, had been asking
newspapers to accept their advertising at local r??tes, because
they claimed that the retail advertisers were heavy competi-
tors of theirs. Newspapers, with very few e^rceptions, charge
a hlffher rate for national advertising than they do for re-
tail (local) advertising. But, just which advertisers were
to be classified as national and which were to be classified
as (local) retail? It was thought that if this question could
be diligrently answered, these misunderstandings could be
averted.
It was commonly understood that local advertising
waw that advertising done by retail stores or local institu-
tions. And advertising other than purely local was called

"foreign" or "n&tional". The committee, therefore, labored
for many days, studied every definition that had been ad-
vanced and most conscientiously endeavored to apply a defi-
nition that would be workable. The committee submitted
this definition dealing with and interpreting the matter of
retail advertising: "Retail advertising is defined as ad-
vertising offering to sell to the public solely through one
or more local retail stores owned, controlled and operated
entirely by an advertiser whose signature and/or address
(1)
appears in the advertisement." This definition was felt
to be concise enough in that each publisher could decide
whether or not anythixig else beyond that was national or
whatever else their rate card provided for.
Again in 1934, the Newspaper Advertising? Exec-
utives Association, an organization composed of directors of
advertising departments, took cognizance of the same subject
and after a very careful study, passed a resolute' on at a
meeting held in Washington. Pertinent parts of that resolu-
tion are hereby ^oted:
"An advertiser shall be entitled
to retail rates only when he sells direct
to the consumer through one or more retail
stores which he alone owns and controls.
"If the retailer named is also
territory jobber, wholesaler or distributor,
the advertising is not local retail copy.
William A. Thomson, "Making Millions Read and Buy",
Walter Drey, Publisher, New York, 1934 p. 22

Retail rates apply to cooperative
advertising confined strictly to a group ofbona fide retail advertisers, provided the
advertising is paid for by the merchants in-
volved. General (national) rates apply to
all cooperative advertising where both' retail
and general (national) advertisers are in-
volved,
"'National' rates apply to adver-
tising over the signatures of two or more
retailers, of separate ownership, offering
the product of some manufacturer. National
"rates apply to all advertising other than
that of strictly bona fide retailers, selling
at retail exclusively, paid entirely by them-
selves, and offering goods or services to the
consumer at outlets owned by themselves with-
out reference to whether the copy is placeddirect or through an advert if'ing' agency. " (1)
This excellent definition and resolution were
formulated (as is evident) by persons associated with the
ncwsppper as an advertising medium. That doesn't gay much
about radio as an advertising medium, however. One mi^ht
."^sk whether or not these definitions of retail and national
advertising, viewed from the standpoint of the newspaper,
would apply to the advertising medium of radio? The answer
to that very good question would be, "Yes", but with a few
additions
.
Radio retail advertising would be that sdvertisirg
which is broadcast over the local station by a local store
which sells g6odB direct to i-he consumer. But, the extent
of the distribution of the product that is sold is very
Important in distinguishing radio retail advertising from
^'"^Thomson, op. cit., p. oq, 21

newspaper retril advertising. The product would be In
distribution only throughout a small locality if its radio
advertising were to be classified as retail. The product
would not be distributed and sold on a nationwide scale or
in more than one locality. The fact that a product is
distributed and sold nationally or in more than one section
would give reason for calling its radio promotion "national
advertising"
•
The controversy over the charging of local or
national rates to advertisers using the medium of the news-
paper, has no bes^in^ with radio advertisers. Radio ad-
vertising rates are not based on the classification of the
advertiser as a r-tailer or a manufacturer. The subject
of rates as regards both newspapers and radio will be ^"llv
discussed In a later chapter. Rates have been mentione-^
at this time in the effort to point out the distinction
between national and retail advertisers, necessitated in
the com-mittee's definition of the term "retail advertising".
In defining the two terms, there has been no
specific mention of how retail advertising differs from
national advertising. They are similar in their fundamental
objectives of increasing the volume of sales and of increas-
ing net profits. That's what advertising is supposed to
do anyway. There are, however, dissimilarities to be noted.
(1)
See Chapter V *

The most striking differsnce between national
and retail advertising, as was bronght out in distinguishine:
radio retail and national advertising, appears in the ex-
tent of the territory covered. National advertising attempt
through extenrslve coverage to reach people throughout the
entire nation, in several states, or in one or more sections
of the country. Retail advertising is usually confined to
a comparatively small territory from which the store draws
its trade, such as a city and nearby suburban rural areas
in which local newspapers circulate.
The term "national advertising" has been described
in this manner:
National advertising "does not refer
to the extent of the advertising, or
to its amount, but to its purpose.
It is addressed by a producer of a
product to the consumer." ( 1)
Retail advertising differs from national adver-
tising in their relationship to the consumer. The average
store draws business from a comparatively limited area. The
retail advertiser therefore enjoys the decided advantage of
being closer to his customers. He lives in or near the city
which his store serves and is familiar with local preference?
prejudices, and buying habits. Consequently he can direct
(1)
Otto Kleppner, "Advertising Procedure", Prentice-Hall, Inc
- New York, 1942, p. 4

his advertising messages to people whose characteristics
he is in a position to laarn.
The national advertiser caters to scattered
audiences in many sections of the country. He rarely sees
his customers face to face, because they make their pur-
chases through retailers. When he prepares and places his
advertising he has to account for sectional differences in
living and buying habits, in taste, in season, and in cli-
mate.
As far as the interest of the consumer to the
advertiser's message is concerned, there is a notable dis-
tinction between the reader's interest in retail advertis-
ing as compared with national advertising. This distinction
is not as great as in the case of the radio listener's in-
terest in retail or national advertising. The product ad-
vertised nationally over the radio would probably be as
equally interesting to the listener, if not more interesting,
than the product that the retail store is advertising over
another station.
The newspaper reader^j, on the other hand, have
more interest in retail advertising than they do in national
advertising. They are potential customers in the local
stores. Many of them read retail advertlsiner ss regularly
as they read the news and feature? columns of the newspapers.
They actually lock for retail advertising because of their
immediate Interest in particular stores, or they just might
I
like to know "what's new".
At any given time there are hundreds or even thou-
sands of people who look through the newspapers to discover
which stores are offering specific merchandise that they need
or want at the prices they are willing and able to pay. When
women are planning to buy, they search through retail adver-
tisements to learn at what local stores they can buy m.ost ad-
vantageously the merchandise that they want.
Most established retail stores have clienteles of
regular customers who turn habitually to the advertising of
their favo-ite stores to learn what these stores are offer-
ing. Whether the customers are in the market for specific
merchandif^e or are merely "looking", they consult just the
advertising of the stores they ordinarily patronize.
The advertising done by the retailer generally has
a high degree of news value for readers because It concerns
a wide variety of items about which people wish to know and
because of its current news of available merchandise.
Generally, the national advertiser cannot count on
reader interest tc the same degree as the retail advertiser.
Readers frequently look for the retailer's advertising, b^;t
the manufacturer's advertising ordinarily has less news in-
terest than the retailer's advertising, because the manu-
facturer commonly does not offer such a diversity of articles.
National advertising and retail advertising usually

seek different types of response. National advertising
undertakes to persuade the prospective buyer to visit any
store to ask for the advertised product by name, in pref-
erence to similar competing articles. Mr. Kleppner illus-
trates this point very well. "National advertising says,
'When you want a good tire, buy a Firestone Tire.'"^"^^ Con-
versely, retail advertising endeavors to influence the reader
to visit a particular store to purchase the desired merehan-
dise. Again, allow Mr. Kleppner to illustrate: "Retail
«dvertising_^says, 'And when you buy your Firestone Tire, buy
it here.'"
The national advertiser ordinarily counts on less
Immediate response to his promotional advertising than does
the retail advertiser. The manufacturer encourages readers
to visit retailers promptly, but ho actually expects indi-
viduals to defer their purchases until the time when h^s pro-
duct is needed or wanted. He endeavors c>^iefly to stimulate
longtime results and to foster a continuous, habitual demand
for his product. When the retailer advertises any a.>ticles,
he seeks prompt response, usually in the form of next-day
sales. To assure immediate sales he selects for advertising,
as fap as possible, the m.erchsndl se that is in greatest de-
mand at a given time.
National and retail advertising differ in their use
of price. For instance, in nearly all retail advertisements,
^^^Kleppner, op.cit., p. 4
Ii
I
SI
price is an Indispensable feature. It depends upon the type
of retail copy whether o:- not price Is made a dominant sell-
ing point or is just merely mentioned, however. Most often,
though, price is an Integral part of the majority of retail
advertisements because they are designed to stimulate Imme-
diate sales of the advertised merchandise. The bold adver-
tisem.ents crying of bargain sales certainly feature price.
As was pointed out before. the national adver-
tiser expects less immediate response to his advertisements.
That's probably why he omits prices in his advertisements.
It Is a fact also that he sometimes has to revise the price
before the readers are ready to purchase. a,t perhaps the
chief reason for the national advertiser's leaving out any
mention of price Is the fact that the retail price of his
product often varies in different sections of the country,
and even from store to store within the same clty.'^'
Types of Retail Advertising
All varieties of retail advertising can be grouped
into two broad classifications-Institutional and promotional.
Institutional advertising is designed to sell the store as a
(1)
See page 20
(2)
Inl ?Itan'X^:[isInf:ere ^^^-""^^
Promotion". Prentlee-Halirinc.fNe'w Y^rrlgl^"^ '^^^^
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place to shop when the reader desires merchandise. Again, it
shoaild be remembered, institutional advertising seeks ultimate
business. Promotional advertising is intended to produce
immediate sales; it urges the customer to buy specific mer-
chandise on specific days. It is the volume-producer of the
store.
It is important to locate a good definition of the
term "institutional advertising" as is the following:
"Advertising that calls attention to the
general character of merchandise carried
by the store, the clientele to wh^ch the
store caters, the store's leadership in
promoting fashions or novelties and the
store's place in the c*vic and social life
of Its community, is known as institutional
advertising." (1)
Then again, institutional advertising may be
broken down into two types-- pre <:!tige and service. Prestige
advertising deals primarily with merchandise, stressing the
store's wide and complete stock of currently approved fashion
and utility merchandise. It attempts to establish the store's
reputation for fashion authority, merchandising ability,
complete selections, and general progresslveness.
Service advertising differs in that it alms to
point out the conveniences offered by the store to make shop-
ping easier for the custom,er. A number of conveniences and
(1^
Paul H. Nystrom, "Retail Store Operation", The RonaldPress Company, New York, 1937, p. 158

and satisfactions have been outlined:
"as the promptness of the delivery
service, the convenience of charge
accounts, the guarantee of merchandise,
the liberality of e.-changes, and the
courtesy of employees.
" (1)
It seeks the steady patronage of the customer
through the treatment accorded and the benefits which the
store can offer. Service advertising interests itself in
intimate relationship between the store and the customer.
From the standard recognized source on Retail Advertising,
this definition of "promotional advertising" was taken:
"Promotional advertising is the »bread and butter' adver-
(2)
tising of the store". The store absolutely depends upon
this type of advertising to bring in the next day's business
It cen readily be seen that its primary objective is the
immediate sale of merchandife.
Promotional advertising can be broken down into
three part s--regular price line, special promotion or sale
advertising, and clearance advertising. Regular price line
promotional advertising seeks immediate sales of fashion and
utility merchandise at established price levels. Its pur-
pose is to impress upon the public the fact that the store
always has complete lines of superior merchandise at these
(1)
Nystrom, op. cit., p. 157
(2)
Edwards and Howard, op. cit., p. 175

prices.
The purpose of special promotions is to bring
about a greater volume of sales through the price coneession
appeal which is usually of a temporary nature. Special pro-
motions m.ay follow special purchases of merchandise at sub-
stantial reductions in price. Or a department may tempor-
arily mark-down their stock, advertisir^r a reduced-price
sale for a period of a few days only, after which the origi-
nal price is reestablished.
The term "clearance promotions" is self exp:ianatory
Old stock, odd sizes, slow- selling merchandise, and the like
must be cleared out, usually just before inventory t-^king,
to allow room for the new stock.
The various types of retail advertising have been
defined and broken down from the standpoint of newspaper
copy. But, the same two major classifications of retail ad-
vertising viz. promotional and institutional may be applied
to radio retail advertising also. The further subdivisions
found in newspaper retail advertising are not stressed so
much in radio copy, however. As will be seen, it is the na-
ture of aural copy to be limited in some aspects, whereas
there is no such limitation in the case of visual copy.
(1)
The preceding paragraphs on the types of retail
advertising were adapted from Edwards and Howard,
op. cit., p. 172-179; and Nystrom, op. cit..
p. 156-159
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Purpcses of Retail Adv3rtislnp:
What does the retailer hope to accomplish "by ad-
vertising either in the newspaper or in the radio? Well,
he should define the objectives and policies of his store
before he thinks about advertising at all. For instance,
what class of customers is his store going to seek? What
is the character of the merchandise and the services that
the store is to offer? Once he has answered these questions,
then he can determine the nature and form of the advertising
thflt his store should employ to attract customers. Now, he
can begin to think about the purposes of retail advertising.
Naturally he hopes ultimately to increase the net profit of
the store. But in reaching this objective, he will hope to
build a reputation for the rtore and also increase ther>cue-
tomer traff5c and the sales volume of the stor3.
Advertising iriay be employed to inform the public
of the opening of a new store or the extension or remodeling
of an eld store. The retailer may wish to announce the
adoption of new policies or of changes in old policies. De-
pending upon the store, the advertising may make its appeal
for the trade of certain kinds of custom.ers, such as the
youthful or the old, the white collar classes or the fami-
lies of industrial workers. Eventually the storeys adver-
tising policy should establish a reputation for having cer-
tain kinds of goods or for the performance of certain kinds

of services.
It is a generally known fact that people w5 11 not
often buy in stores with which they are unfamiliar or in
which they have no confidence. Yet, others will feo out of
their way to patronize a store in whose policies, merchan-
dise, and services they believe. The advertising should
stress the store's advantages so frequently and sp straight-
forwardly that it wins the confidence and goodwill of cus-
tomers and prospects and influences them to form a habit of
trading in the store. This fact has been ably put thus:
"Not until customers have thorough con-
fidence in the store will they regularly
buy advertised merchandise that they see
when they visit the store." (1)
Advertising can be said to be directly responsible
for the sale of Advertised merchandise, but it is also in-
directly responsible, at least, for the sale of unadvertised
merchandise that people see and buy when they come Into the
store. In fact, it is more important that advertising in-
crease the store traffic than jiist do the job of selling the
advertised merchandise. It is an excellent plan to adver-
tise fast- selling merchandise that is in great demand, thus
drawing the greatest number of people into the store.
The retailer's store is now established in the
minds of many people as the place to go for specific
(1)
Edwards and Howard, op. cit., p. 6

merchandise. How can the retailer achieve his ultimate aim
in increasing the net profit of the store? H9 may expect
an Increase in net profit if he keeps the store's selling
expenses decreasing while the sales are increasing. It will
be found, commonly, that total expenses, and particularly
advertising expenses, tend to decrease in relation to ssles
as volume increases. An increase in net profits may also
result 5f merchandise turnover is speeded up hy incT«easeri
sales without a corresponding increase in the normal in-
ventory, or by maintaining the present soles volume with a
smaller inventory than normally turning over more times.
However, a store can go just so far in speeding merchandise
turnover before reaching the point where sales returns do
(1^
not justify the increased advertising outlay.
Services to Customer
The bringing of customers to the store must not
absorb the retailer's attention so completely that it blinds
him to the means by which advertising attains the desired
end. The advertising must serve the prospective purchasers
as well as the retailer if it is to attract customers to the
store,
(1)
Ehe preceding paragraphs on the purposes of retail
advertising were adapted from Edwards and Hov;ard,
op. cit., p. 4-12; and Nystrom, op. cit., p. 155

Advertising performs an indispensable service for
customers by informing them about what merchandise is avail-
able acd just where, in which stores, it is available. It
helps them to buy more wisely by advising them about the
style features, the quality, the price, the uses, and other
facts that they probably need or want to know about before
making a definite purchase.
Advertising assures customers of better merchandise
because the retail merchant publicly makes a pledge to thou-
sands of prospective buyers, whether it is through the news-
paper or on the radio, regarding the style, the quality, and
the price of his merchandise. He therefore does everything
in his power to live up to his advertised claims.
Advertising makes possible lower prices to the cus-
tomer. The prices charged by advertising retailers cover the
advertising expense, of course, but, nevertheless, they could
not sell merchandise so reasonably were it not for advertising;
The retailers take a smaller mark-up on single items because
advertising brings on larger sales volume and faster turn-
over enabling them to buy in larger quantities at lower prices
thus passing the savings on to their customers.
Customers take pride in patronizing a store that is
widely known for leadership in some line of merchandise or
service. It is probable that advertising had a lot to do
with establishing that store's leadership. When advertising
increases the reputation of a store and the value of the

store's merchandise in customers' eyes, it performs a real
service to them, but also to the store as well, because it
invites customers to make more of their purchases ^n the
(1)
store
•
Advertising, then, is universally used by retail
stores of all types. Despite variations in the type or
types of advertising done, the advertiser's beliefs and pre-
judices, the media used, and of course the purpose and the
amount of money expended, retailers substantially agree that
(2)
advertising, properly used is an effective selling tool.
Radio Advertising
Nature of Radio Advertising
The advertising heaixi on the radio is not seen, as
is other advertising. One is audible and depends entirely
on listening which is a natural habit. The other is visual
and depends on reading which is not only an acquired habit,
but takes more mental effort and concentration. One is fast
In delivery and reaction, and the other is not.
(1)
The preceding paragraphs on the services that adver-
tising provides for the customer were adapted from
Edwards and Howard, op. cit., p, 19-23; and Nystrom,
op. cit., p, 171-173
(2)
Delbert J. Duncan and Charles P. Phillips, "Retailing
Principles and Methods", Richard D, Irwin, Inc.,
Chicago, 1941, p. 541

The nature of radio advertising may be clearly
appreciated by setting down a few of its characteristics:
,
"Radio is different from printed advertising
in four respects:
1. Listeners may tune into the adver-
tiser's program wherever the station
can be heard satisfactorily.
2. Radio is the only medium in which
the advertiser furnishes both the
editorial material and the advertise-
m.ent •
3o Radio advertisement deals in units
of time, rather than pages and agate
lines.
4. Sounds, instead of illustrations
and type faces, are the m?= tergal from
which radio advertising is produced. "( 1)
Radio advertising is intimate in that 5t is the
sound of a voice, a human personality speaking directly to
the listener, and therefore it possesses more individual per-
sonal appeal. Consequently it makes a greater impression on
the conscioi]sneus than soundless advertising.
The controversy in advertising befclreen the eye and
the ear may be introduced by this state^ient
:
"Sound effects are to the ear what illus-
trations are to the eye. They assist the
mind in visualizing a situation. Sound
is sometimes more vivid than sight." (2)
Ears hear in all directions and cannot be shut or turned
away. Eyes see in only one direction at a time ?nd can be
closed or moved away easily to another object. Is it any
wonder why the spoken word is the best means of holding
Herman S. Hettinger and Walter J. Neff, "Practical Radio
Advertising", Prentice-Hall, New York, 1938, p. 3
Ibid, p. 7

attent5.on that there is?
The underlying principle of American broadcasting;
is service to the listener. As long as the listener is
served, large audiences can be maintained. Retailers, and
others, who sponsor and pay for programs realize that their
success in selling goods and services through radio adver-
tising depends upon their ability to build up and hold radio
audiences. That is why they make every effort to provide
types of entertRinment and information that listeners de-
sire. It is true that the average listener prefers to be
entertained, even when receiving useful information. But,
he is interested in conviction and sincerity, not in mere
fact or assertion.
Radio Advertising's Place In Everyday Life
What is the place of radio advertising in just
everyday life? Well, radio itself has the right to be
known as a social force. It began first as merely an in-
triguing novelty, and gradually evolved as the most popular
means of mass Idea-transmission, It operates first in the
public interest and secondly In the service of its adver-
tisers. Thus, radio has an intrinsic power as a social
force, and is also valuable to its sponsors.
Radio advertising is Important in that it can ac-
complish the ultimate objectives of advertising in a way that
is not possible to forms of printed advertising. It is

subtle advertising. It has an alive, animated, hiiinan ap-
peal. Along with the straight commercial is found enter-
tainment in a variety of programs. Then agfain, in the
characteristics that are common to both printed and aural
means of advertising, radio's place is enhanced when it can
do the job better. The newspaper hss the same opportunity
of course. The problem, then, is to determine which medium
actually can and does do the job better.
The Goodwill Use of Radio Advertising
Time and time again the subject of goodwill in
radio advertising has been deeply involved in much contro-
versy. Radio men say that the advertiser should be primarily
concerned with the development of goodwill. And as it is
the purpose of radio to entertain, what better way to create
goodwill than by an entertaining program? In fact, a non-
entertaining program can create ill-will and ill-will hinders
sales. Even an entertaining program may eradicate goodwill,
and actually create ill-will, by strained efforts to direct
attention to the sponsor.
Radio advortising builds goodwill in potential
customers. It directs sympathetic attention to the usual
means employed by advertising in promoting sales. Just to
win goodwill is not enough, however, the goodwill gain must
justify itself in sales. When a subconscious obligation
impresses itrelf upon the m.ind of the listener, so as to
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make him feel that whenever possible he should repay the
advertiser by buying the product, then has goodwill made
itself known
I
The Plac e of Radio Advertising in the Store' s lling Program
A very few stores use radio exclusively for all
their advertising. The majority of retail stores find it
valuable principally in a supplementary capacity. Radio is
not very oftan a primary form of advertising, but practically
all kinds of retailers do use radio advertising. Possibly
radio is used as a primary advertising medium in the case
of some stores, depending upon the long-time objective of
the store and the specific selling job to be done. Prank W,
Spaeth, manager of the Sales Promotion Division, National
Retail Dry Goods Association, says:
"There are times, there are individual
situations when the use of radio might
well be preferred over any other medium--
and frequently there are important events
or messap-es v;hen the use of radio publicity
spells the difference between success and
failure." (1)
No doubt there are many retailers who rely to a
very great extent on radio advertising. At least, in 194^,
(2)
retailers in the United States spent #103,900,000 in
(1)
National Retail Dry Goods Association, "Radio Broad-
casting Manij.al, The R,9dio as a Publicity Medium for
Retailers", New York, 1935
(2)
National Association of Broadcasters, Research Der^^'t-
ment. Table 4; Radio Yearbook. See Table 1, page .36
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broadcast advertising. That doesn»t aay just how Important
radio is as compared with printed media, as far as the re-
taller Is concerned. But, there Is ample time to quote
figures for retailers* newspaper advertising expenditures.
The decision of the retailer to use radio will be
based on an analysis of the particular set of circumstances
facing him such as location, competition and competitive
strategy, location of the store's customers, effectiveness
of other media available, stations and hours available,
types of programs, comparative costs, and so on.
Newspaper Advertising
Newspaper^'ftavertlslng's Place In Everyday Life
News has universal appeal. But, the newspaper ha<B
news. Therefore, the newspaper has universal appeal. It
certainly seems that this syllogism rests solidly upon sound
logic. Granted that It Is, then. Is there any reason why the
newspaper shouldn't claim Its prowess as the basic advertising
medium? Why, everyone who reads at all reads a newspaper.'
How Important is Newspaper Advertising ?
An Impartial observer would probably say that the
(1)
Duncan and Phillips, op. clt., p. 553
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newspaper continues to remain the most powerfur selling
force. Why should the retail advertiser look elsewhere in
placing ads? Well, there is the point where additional
newspaper advertising will only increase selling costs with-
out an additional increase in sales volume. So, if the
retail advertiser doesn't want to consider radio advertising
in the first place, well and good, but let him not Ignore
it altogether.
The newspaper is undoubtedly a most productive
medium for large stores that are located in central shopping
districts and that draw business from the v/hole, or the
major part, of the surrounding territory. Department stores,
especially, find the newspaper <5uperior to other m.edia i.e.
their primary choice of an advertising medium is the news-
paper. But the department stores are the greatest users of
radio retail advertising also. Specialty stores, chain
stores, and other types of retail o-jitlets also find the news-
paper a valuable primary or secondary medium. Probably
radio is used as the primary medium where the newspaper is
a supplementary medium. But, some stores are so small that
their only advertising would be in the esse of special events.
To these stores, the newspaper is sometimes a valuable sup-
plementary medium to the usual window display advertising.
The sm.all amount of newspaper advertising will serve to
attract buyers from points beyond the normal trading area
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of the store.
There can hardly be any refutation to the state-
ment that, "The newspaper is the backbone of the retail ad-
vertising structure." The latest figures might support that
statement which was made at least seven years ago. The fig-
ures are estimated by the N.A.B. from data in Media Records.
In 1944, newspaper advertising expenditures by retailers were
estimated to be |408,000,000. It might be said at this point
that this figure is almost four times as great as the 1944 fig-
ure quoted for retailers* radio advertising expenditures!
TABLE 1
Growth of Local Newspaper and Radio Advertising
in the United States, 1928-1944
(In Dollars)
Newspaper Radio
1928 574,000, OCO N A *
J929 605,000,000 S A1950 500,000,000 N A1931 446,000,000 * *
1952 360,000,000
1933 325,000,000
it^t 357,826,000 15,981,000
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
lt),981,
1936 27,500 000
1937 Jn^SSS'^^^ 31,800 000
iq^o 404,000,000 38,000 COO1938 396,000,000 40,090,000
(1)
Edwards and Howard, op. cit., p. 385
' 2
)
T^hi""'"!^ f/^?''^.^^'''' Broadcasters, Research Department,able 4; Media Records. See Table 1
i^inen-c.

TABLE 1 (cont.)
Date Newspaper Radj.o
1939 400,000,000 46,000,000
1940 415,000,000 59,300,000
1941 425,000,000 63,500,000
1942 409,C00,0C0 63,800,000
1943 419,000,000 •78,200,000
1944 408,000,000 103,000,000
*Not Available
Sources—Newspaper: 1928-1943, Editor & Publisher; 1944
National Association of Broadcasters' estimates
from Media Records data
Radio: Broadcasting Yearbook

CHAPTER II
WHAT IS THE RADIO AND NB^^SPAPER STRTTCTURE?
Radioes S t ru. ctu r
e
Mr. HeiTTian S. Hettinger and Walter J. Neff, In
their very excellent book. Practical Radio Advert 1 sing ,
wrote
:
"The radio advertising •=»tructure is at
once a huge communication system and an .
advertising medium. Its primary function
is to convey entertainment and information
in the form of radio programs to listeners
throughout the country. Its incidental
function, by v;hich it maintains itself
economically, is that of an advertising
Tnedium."(l)
Networks
The technical structure of radio stations is a
result of governmental regulation brought on by the very
nature of radio communication, of which broadcasting is
only one of the many types.
Cominercial radio stations are allowed to broadcost
within the 560-1500 kilocycle band, making available ninety
frequencies.
Most radio stations belong to some network, "
(1)
Hettinger and Neff, op. cit., p. 44
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whether It be, a national network consisting:
"of large numbers of widely scattered
stations permanently connected by telephone
wires, making it possible to picik: up and
broadcast programs from almost any part of
the count2?y," (1)
as for instance the Colimbia Broadcasting System; or a
regional network system usually consisting of a number of
stations situated in comparatively large economic territories^
although, some systems are made up of outlets within a single
state--an example is the Yankee Network in New England,
The local non-network station is ideally suited
for the program of the retail advertiser. Usually the non-
network station has the potential audience that the adver-
tiser cares about in reaching. Inasmuch as network stations
must be purchased in a group, and retail advertisers can't
use that extra station in another city, they turn to the non-
network station.
Retailers who find it necessary to avail them-
selves of network stations will encounter serious competition
with the national advertisers at practically all hours of the
day and especially at night.
Broadcasting Stations
The retail radio advertiser who isn't planning to
place his advertising through an agency should know what
(1)
Hettinger anfi Neff, op. c it., p. 59

he should look for In his selection of a station. He should
know something about the station's : location in the market,
coverage, audience acceptability, demonstrated advertising
value as ;*ndic9ted by the experience of other advert5sGrs
using the station, rates, and open tim.e. Considering tech-
nicalities, he ihould ask himself these Questions about the
particular station In m.ind. For instance: What is the num-
ber and general standing of com.peting stations? What is the
number of radio homes that can satisfactorily pick up the
station's signal? What is the station's standing in its com-
munity? Are its programs listed in the local newspapers?
A most pertinent statem.ent to n-.Ve to any pro-
spective retail advertiser would be: "Choosing the right
station over which to broadcast is fully as important as
(1)
choosing the right newspaper in which to advertise." In
the selection of a newspaper, the retailer would be inter-
ested in quantity of the circulation, and also tbe quality
of the circulation. He would also bo interested in the
editorial' policy of the paper. Probably his first thoup-ht
would be in terms of what it would cost him. What about the
services offered by the newspaper to the advertiser? Well,
the same interests hold true for his selection of a radio
station. In substitution of 'editorial' policy of the
newspaper, would be the advertising matter broadcast by the
^^^Edwards and Howard, op. cit., p. 4P6

station.
The inexperienced retail radio advertiser depends
a ffreat deal upon the assistance and services of the radio
station that he has selected. The station ^'ill assist this
newcomer in every phase of broadcasting work, right from the
arrangement of the program to its actual presentation.
Method of Broadcasting
Even though the majority of retail advertisers use
non-network broadcasts, there are different methods of broad-
casting within the non-network scope. Independent broadcasts
as would be supposed, are sponsored and paid for individually
by single stores. Conversely, participating broadcasts are
sponsored and paid for by several non- competing stores. As
it would appear, participating broadcasts are decidedly less
expensive for each store than an individually sponsored,
full-period broadcast.
Another, and undoubtedly the most popular method of
broadcasting available to the retail non- network advertiser,
is the direct or "live" broadcast whereby the performers
enact the program before the microph6nes. Unquestionably,
if the retailer can bear the coat of time and talent, he
should utilize live broadcasts to the fullest extent. The
strong advocation of the live broadcast may be attributed to
this all-inclusive statement:
"Preference for direct broadcasts may

be attributed to their naturalness, theirflexibility and spontaneity, and theirgreater popularity among listeners who liketo know that the performers are appef^ringin person before the microphones." (1)
Many retail stores cannot afford to sponsor a live
broadcast so they use a different method, a form of rendition
known as electrical transcription. An electrical transcript
^- oi
may be said to be a highly processed phonograph record, but
which is technically superior to a phonograph record. As a
rule, retail advertisers do not find electrical transcriptions
very satisfactory becaus© they expect immediate returns from
radio advertising. It is very true that transcMb^d announce-
ments do lack the timeliness, flexibility, and the spontaneity
so necessary in retail advertising.
Retailers make much more use of phonograph records.
Stores sponsor record r.essions of populer or semi-classlcsl
music between which they make store and merchandise announce-
ments. Others use phonographs recordings of the theme songs
with which they open and close their programs.
Despite the desirability of sponsoring their own
full period broadcasts, usually three, five, or six fifteen
minute programs per week, many stores make frequent use of
"spot" announcements, A good definition of »^pot announce-
ment' is this:
"Spot announcements are short one-minute,
(1)
Edwards and Howard, op. cit., p. 505

two-Tn3nute, or three-mim'ce sales talks
which are sandwiched in by station an-
nouncers between full period sustaining
or sponsored broadcasts during restricted
hours of the day."(l)
A number of special services can be introduced
by means of announcements including time, temperature,
weather, news, sports, and m.erket reports. Time, weather,
and temperature reports are usually combined with the com-
mercial copy into a single announcem.ent broadcast in the
station-break between programs. This particular type of
announcement is known as a "chain break". News, sports,
and market reports are usually inserted between individual
news Items, athletic scores, etc.
In order to view the worth of the spot anno^^nee-
ment, this statement by able authors as offered; "in spite
of their indisputable value, the advertising effectiveness
(2)
of announcements is strictly limited." There is a great
deal of competition among the many annAuncement s broadcast
within a short time. The attention that any announcem.ent 1
able to secure is very limited because an announcement is
only a small advertisement.
Broadcasting Time
(1)
Edwards and Howard, op. cit., p. 503
(2)
Hettinger and Neff, op. cit,, p. 96
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Research has conservatively indicated th^t p.vera8;e
radio listening, per radio family, tod?y is in excess of five
(1)
hours per day. In fact the Joint Committee on Radio Re-
search, comprised of the National Broadcasting Company, the
Columbia Broadcasting System, and the National Association
of Broadcasters, conducted an urban survey in 1938 and 1939
which showed that 83<,7 per cent of all urban families listen
(2)
to the radio at =!ome time during the day.
It has been recognized that users of radio need to
know approximately what per cent of the total audience will
be available at any given period. In this connection, the
Retail Promotion Committee for the Broadcasting Industry has
sought to provide more facts about the broadcasting time that
retainers should use. According to reliable estimates by
competant authorities, from 85 per cent to 90 per cent of the
merchandise distributed by department stores is purchased by
women. The attitude of housewives, therefore, toward the re-
tailer's use of radio should have special significance.
The Committee employed the Office of Radio Research
of Columbia ITniversity to make a consumer study In a repre-
sentative Eastern city, A representative city where department
(1)
Frank E. Pellegrin, "Manual of Radio Advertising:", '
National Association of Broadcasters, Washington D.C.,
1944, p. 12
^2)lbid., p,4

stores and retailers make more Intensive use of broadcast
advertising than the average elty determined the choice.
Personal Interviews were had with representative housewives
who were careft^lly selected to provide an accurate socio-
economic crosf-section of the city.
One of the questions asked of these housewives
was: "On what days of the week would such programs (by re-
tailers) be of most help to ydu?"
TABLE 2
Retailers* Programs Most Helpful by Days of Week
Time of Day Per cent of Respondents
Early Week J^'^
Late in the Week 4 n
Middle of the Week
^ n
Three Times a Week %
Twice a Week
Any Day *^
Wouldn'€ Listen T ^
No Answer °
Source: Lewis H. Avery apd Walter Johnson, "Howto Buy Radio Time", National AssoJi.t?on
of Broadcasters, 1943, p. 14
And again, these consumers were asked: "What
time of day would be most convenient for you to li.ten to
such a program?"

TABLE 3
Retailers' Programs Most Convenient by Time of Day
Days of the Week Per Cent
9-12 Mornings 44.5
Early Morning (before 9 A.M.) 30#5
1-4 Afternoon 10.5
After 8 Evenings 10.0
12-1 Noon 7^5
4-6 Afternoon 4,5
6-8 Dinner 3.O
Any Time 11,0
Wouldn't Like Anyway 2.0
No Answer 1,0
Source: Lewis H. Avery and Walter Johnson, "How
to Buy Radio Time", National Association
of Broadcasters, 1943, p. 14
The times of the day selected by these housewives
0 5? the most convenient for them to listen to ttetailers' pro-
grams has this significance. These housewives obviously
selected times which would conflict least with their present
pattern of listening to the current popular daytime programs.
The Joint Com^nittee studies conducted l^y the Na-
tional Association of Broadcasts. £, the Columbia Broadcasting
System, and the National Broadcasting Company, showed that
whereas the housewife was the principal member of the radio
audience from 8:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M. Monday through Friday,
a substantial portion of that audience on Saturday consisted
of men and children, while the entire family with some slight
variations, was available from 8:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M. on

Sunday.
Recent studies have shown a much higher percenta ge
of sets turned on during the early morning and late evening
hours, with a corresponding drop in the percentage of sets
in use during the morning and afternoon, reflectinj? the ab-
sence, from home of millions of women employed in war work.
Preliminary studies between i2:00 Midnight and 6:00 A.M.
indicate an am.azingly high percentage of sets in use during
( 2
)
those hours.
Neither retailers nor radio stations favor any one
time of day over any other for retail advertising. As one
of them ably pointed out, the customers of a departm.ent store
are made up of all kinds of pe^^ple and any kind of program,
broadcast at any time of day, is bound to appeal to some cus-
tomers. But, can a general statement liv© this one be made
in all sincerity? Surely the retail ad'^ertlser does not
oroadcast in the evening. He knows that the evening hours
are devoted to entertainment and not to direct-selling pro-
grams. Most likely, the place for the soiling program is the
ea^ly morning hours when a selected audience would be the
housewives,
Avery and Johnson, op. cit., p. 8
( 2
)
Ibid,, p. 9
(3)
See page ?9 ,'

In 1936 the Columbia Broader r,ting System made a
detailed study on seasonal tim.e broadcasting factors* The
fl^rares for today would not be exactly the same of course,
but the trend snd seasonal listening characteristics would
not vary. A commientary on the study follows:
"Evaluation of the average radio
aiidience at various seasons of the year must
be made in terms of Specifjc portions of the
day and week rather than on an overall basis.
The average number of sets In use from Mon-
day to Friday during Jul-j is about 85 per
cent as great as in January. The num.be r of
sets used on Saturdays drops rppidly In
April, and In July amounts to about* 78 per
cent of the January figure. The Sunday
audience show*; a somewhat similar variation,
the average Sunday audience in July is
about 82 per cent as great as In winter.
"The size of the morninpr audience
varies little throughout the year, but the
afternoon audience shows a significant de-
cline in summer. The average summer week-
day audience is 12 per cent less than in
January. The average Saturday audience is
25 per cent less, while 35 per cent fewer
sets are used on Sunday afternoons. There
is slightly less evening listening through-
out the summer. The evening audience
throughout the entire week is slightly more
than 70 per cent as great in July as it la
during the winter months." (1)
Any time is good time on the r.-^dio. Every pro-
gram has an audience— the better the program, the larger
the audience. Thus the purchase of any time on the air
represents the opportunity to build an audience which will
Increase over a period of time.
(1)
Hettinger and Neff, op. cit., p. 103

Program Class5 fIcation
Practically all radio programs may be classified,
from the listener's point of view, as primarily entertain-
ing or informative. The radio audience as a whole faTors
entertaining programs hut just about everybody listens to
the news. Retailers prefer informative programs because
they better stim'jlate immediate sales. They have learned
by experience that informative programs which are broadcast
during tVie morning hours reach a Iprge audience of women,
who do most of the purchasing for their families and are
therefore keenly interested in information about merchan-
dise.
The character of the stove necessarily l?mits the
nature and the type pf the program. The promotional store
store undoubtedly wouM dovot© its time on the air to in-
tensive selling campaigns stressing value and price. The
program of the semi-promotional store would not be so in-
tensive a selling effort in that it v/ould be tempered with
Interesting fashion news and store service announcements.
On the other hand, the non-promotional store would broad-
cast entertaining or Informative programs to establish the
goodwill of the stcre.
Radio has suffered greatly from Inferior pidv^v-
tising script. "Eye" copy cannot be adapted to "ear" copy.
Yet, inexperienced retail advertisers have handled newspaper

copy to their program announcer. Nothing is so infuriating
to any announcer. Newspaper copy cannot be effectively used
on the radio. For instance, if the advertiser's name is
mentioned early in the newspaper copy, the reader has the
name right before him while he read?? through the advertise-
ment, but the radio listener might tune in late nnd never
hear the name. Thus, this particular newspaper copy, and all
newspaper copy, should be rewritten for the radio, if only to
put in the advertiser's name a few more times—the'-right
places*
The Important place of the announcer in the de-
livery of the commercial has been stated thus:
"The announcer can make or break the
commercipl copy. Merely reading 5t will
probably kill its effect ivenesp ? speaking
it naturally, informally and sincerely, in-
vesting it with the force of his own per-
sonality, the announcer may m.ake even r
mediocre piece of copy fairly effect ive .
" ( 1)
A warm friendly voice builds up confidence and in-
timacy which is best for institutional copy. Direct sales
copy can utilize a bright, enthusiastic voice.
Naturally, if the retailer is to succeed in radio
advertising, he must give careful consideration to the station,
the correct time, and the right broadcast. But the right pro-
gram is even more necessary in order that he may make his
radio advertising profitable. He must build and win his own
(1)
Hettinger and Neff, op. cit., p. 191
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audience. He can^t count exclusively on a hold-over audience
from the preceding program unless he provides the sort of en-
tertainment or information that they like. The radio adverti-
ser must .tudy carefully people's program preferences in light
of the competition with other broadcasts at the same time, if
he is to attract an audience of potential customers.
The Retail Promotion Committee through the ^ener-
OTi* cooperation of the National Retail Dry Goods Association
send questionnaires to the retailers asking them about their
attitude and experience with broadcast advertising. Similar
questionnaires were sent to a number of radio stations, re-
questing like information.
The following table shows the distribution of pro-
^ram types used in successful retail broadcasts, as reported
by retailers and radio stations;
TABLE 4
Distribution of Retail Radio Programs
Program Types
Newscasts and Commentators
Music (of various types)
TABLE 5
Women's Programs
Announcements Only
Sports Programs
Children's Programs
Participating Programs
Dramatic Programs
Other Types
Number Per Cent
77 35.5
40 18.4
35 16.1
23 10.6
9 4.2
8 3.7
6 2.8
3 1.3
16 7.4
217 ICO.O
Sources Lewis Avery, "The Elements of a Successful
Radio Program", National Association of
Broadcasters, 1943, p. 18

Of interest is the 28.7 per cent of the success-
ful retail radio advertisers who are usinp two or more
programs d.glly. In a few case^, the same type of program
is employed in all broadcasts, although in most cases these
are separate program types.
Pour separate types of news broadcasts noted
were? spot news, of vhich 61 of the 77 ne-s programs were
of such variety, and also news analyses, news commentators
and news round-ups from the scenes of events. Probably news
programs would be a good choice for any broadcast adver-
tiser. Particularly so in the case of a retail radio ad-
vertiser, because wom.en generally regard fashion informa-
tion, merchandise offerings, and store policies in the cat-
egory of news.
The 40 musical programs can be listed in this
breakdown;
,
TABLE 5
Breakdown of 40 Retail Musical Programs
Type of Musical Program Number
• Popular Music 12
•Variety of Music (Including popular,
oldtime, '^emi-cT assical, and classical
on the same program.)
• Concert Music 5
• Hillbilly Music 5
•Miscellaneous ^
Source: Lewis Avery, "The Elements of a Successful
Radio Program", National Association of
Broadcasters, 1943, p. 19

The 35 women's programs accounting for 16.1 per
cent of those mentioned may be further broken down:
Store Shopping News 14
Variety Programs of Household
and Fashion Hints 10
The rest are more specialized programs, such as
a sRlute to outstanding local women, news for women, fashion
news, sewing classes and the sponsorship of a network program
of this general type.
Newspaper* a Structure
An impartial observer v^-ould undoubtedly say that
"the newspaper is the backbone of the retail advertising
(1)
structure". In fact, the medium has been frequently called
the "life blood of retail trade". It has been estimated that
the amount of money spent for advertising by retailers is in
(2)
excess of 800 million dollars annually. Therefore, judging
from the 1944 estimated total local advertif:ing expenditures
for the newspaper, viz. $408,000,000, 50 per cent of the total
smoi^nt of advertising spent by retailers is expended to the
newspaper.
In 1942, departm.ent stores with annual dales be|iween
(1)
Edwards and Howard, op. cit., p. 385
(2)
Kenneth Collins, "The Road to Good Advertising", Greenberg,
Publisher, Inc., Nev; York, 1932, p. 81

#1,000,000 and #9,000,000 spent 2.35 per cent of net sales
for advertising, and the cost of newspaper advertising alone
was equal to 2,0 per cent of net sales. A siir^llar situation
prevails among specialty stores for the same year. Stores
with annual sales volume between |l, 000, 000 and $2,000,000
spent 3.3 per cent of sales for all advertising, with news-
(1)
paper advertising absorbing 2.9 per cent of sales. Is it
any wonder that newspapers are said to constitute the most
widely used medium for retail stores?
Newspapers have increased the scope of services
that they are prepared to offer retail stores because they
find that it is to their advantage to do so. They are In-
terested in helping the advertiser to do a better job. Some-
tim.es the larger stores call on the advertising m.anaeers of
newspapers to assist in the planning of certain campaigns.
The advertising manager gives an outside viewpoint in the
light of the type of advertising to which his readers re-
spond. This cooperation assures the newspaper's friendly
interest in the campaign. In the research field, the news-
paper Is of greatest assistance to the retail advertiser.
Newspaper staffs are continually at work checking linage
and price lines in various classifications of merchandise.
(1)
Malcolm P. McNair, "Operating Results of Department end.
Specialty Stores In 1942", Bureau of Business Research,
Harvard University, No. 117, Vol. XXX, No. 1, June, 1943
p. 18, 42

The newspaper industry puts forth the claim that,
"the newspaper can tell the retail advertiser:
(a) How all stores in that city are placing
their advertising by months, by dgys ocff the
week, by types of Tnorchandl sing, and by price
lines. This Information is of extreme value,
since it enables th? adverti^^er to follow
the trends of all competitive advertising and
to see that his own is kept in line,
(b) Dates and results of important promotions
from year to year for all stores,
(c) Data on circulation
(d) Extent of trading areas
(e) Hours of editions, etc.
(f) Weather information
(g) Advertising results and com.parative
shopping reports," (1)
The newspapers have taken over, to a considerable
extent, the preparation of layout, copy, and illustrations
for the smaller stores.
Place of Retail Advertising in the Newspaper
The orderly arrangement of headline copy, illus-
trations, etc., or the use to be made of advertising space
is generally what is meant by the term 'layout*. The lay-
out shows the size and form of the advertising structure,
and the arrangement of all its parts. The layout is the
blueprint by which the advertiser as well as the printer,
(1)
Edwards and Howard, op. cit., p. 404

the engraver, or the newspaper compositor goes about setting
up the finished advertisement, A man who has spent the
greater part of his life in newspaper advertising has said;
"The right kind of type, the right kind of
illustration, the judicious handling of "blank
space--the things that constitute the 'layout'
of an 9dvorti;5eir;ont--how vitc.lly important
all these apel"(l)
Another definition in nev7spaper advertising is:
"'Copy' is the typographer's word for written matter that
ing to responre desired and selling appeal employed. Insti-
tutional copy may be broken down into service and prestige
copy. Promotional copy may be subdivided into regular price
copy and the familiar bargain copy. Under these four broed
types of copy, there are numerous approach-as Impending upon
the spf^cific appeals. Good retai'l copy is sim.ple, natural,
informative and enthusiastic. A good maxim to be kept in
mind in writing advertising copy is that.
"The selling sto^y should be related to the
reader's self interest, to the familiar
situations in which he finds him.self almost
daily, to his interest in other people and
theii- problems, and to his interest in
current news events." (3)
The copy should be long enough to be complete ahd brief
(2)
is to be set up in type. Copy may be classified accord
(1)
Thomson, op. cit p. 108
(2)
Edwards and Howard, op. cit., p. 191
(3)
Ibid., p. 225
I
enough not to tire the reader. The copy should tell of the
features of the merchandise which are not obvious, and above
all it should be truthful.
Illustrations are most beneficial In the majority
of advertisements. If the advertiser can tell in pictures
something that has its limitations in words, than naturally
he should use pictures. Along with headlines, illustrations
Improve the physical appearpnce and the attention-value of
the advertisement. Illustrations picture clearly the ad-
vertised merchandise. A clever artist may prepare illus-
trations that "show off" the m.erchandlse in its most advan-
tageous fashion. They also add appropriate atmosphere to
the advertisement. The principles of movement and balance
in layout are brought about by the position of the illustra-
tion which unconsciously directs the movement of the readers'
eyes. Typography and engraving are a vital consideration
of any advertisement. The selection of the type will be in
keeping with the general appeal, art work, etc., of the ad-
vertisement. The various engraving processes (line cut and
half tone) may be used for the illustrations whather or not
they be photographs or drawings.
Types of Newspapers
The respective merits of morning, evening, and
Sunday newspapers for advertising purposes have long been
debated by many advertising men throughout the nation.
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Morning newspapers tell of merchandise offerings
for the day's selling. As they are read on the v/ay to shop-
ping nnd. bijsiness centers,
"they are particularly well fitted to
sell » impulse* merchandise—hosiery, lip-
sticks, handkerchiefs— the type of purchases
that women will make during the lunch hour,
or need during the day."{l)
The morning paper has long been thought of as primarily a
man's paper. Institutional advertising has been directed to
men on the grounds that the men will suggest that their wife
will patronize the store whose advertising copy interested
them. Having the paper in the house offers the housewife
the opportunity to read it in her leisure time after the
husband has gone to work and the children are in school.
Greater single coverage at the expense of less specializa-
tion is characteristic of those cities that have more even-
ing newspapers than morning papers. Finally, morning papers
are rigid in their setup because the editions are run off
in e shorter space of time that does not allow for changes
in later morning editions; and the advertiser has difficulty
in making corrections in copy for any of the ed^'tions.
The whole family reads the evening newspapers
after dinner. Consequently, there is more retail advertising
devobed to the women, and this is the tire to reach the
(1)
Edwards and Howard, op. cit., p. 397

children. It is relatively easy for the retail advertiser
to select the paper for the audience to whom he can promote
certain types of merchandise at particular prices. He will
know from his own observation that this particular newspa-
per hag its greatest circulation in the poorer class of the
city'., population; another paper finds its wpy into the homes
of the "wealthier citizens, a third has the p-reater part of
its circulation in the middle classes. For the most pr.rt
each newspaper will correctly inform the retail advertiser
as to what class of people its editions reach. More time 1s
spent in reading the evening papers making valuable the ad-
vertising of merchandise which requires Tsmilj discussion
because of the large am.ounts of money involved. Very impor-
tant to the advertiser is the flexibility of the evening pa-
per which allows him to make corrections in his copy or even
insept particular copy on stormy weather merchandise in the
event that the day dawns stormy.
In all probability the copy for the Individual re-
tail store Is to run in the next day's morning ^nd ev-ning
editions. The local advertiser may have an understanding
with the newspaper that in the event that the next day is
rniny, or it is snowing, that copy featuring umbrellas, rub-
bers, raincoats, or overshoes, snow suits, etc., be substitu-
ted instead of the copy originally intended to be ^jsed t>>*
next day. Howe^rer, most likely all the morning editions will
carry the orlcrinal copy because time will not pIIow for copy

change. In all the evening editions, the stormy weather
merchandise copy v/ill be featured.
There is the possibility that the nature of even-
ing newspaper advertising, in that they tell of the next
day's shopping opportunities, may necessarily defer pur-
chases. There is hardly the opportunity for impulse mer-
chandise advertising because evening papers are read going
away from the shopping centers.
The advantages for evening newspapers may well be
•applied to Sunday newspapers. They are, perhaps, more gener
ally and carefully read than either evening or daily morning
papers. It can be fairly said that: "Sunday newspapers toda
with their rotogravure and magazine sections are literally
maprazines in content. Their life is longer than that of
(1)
other newspaper." Impartial research has brought out the
fact that the Sunday newspaper has a distinct seasonal lim5-
tation because in the suirjner they are not read as thoroughly
as during other months of the year.
Position of Retail Copy in the Newspaper
"'Position', in advertising parlance, refers to
(2)the page and space in which the advert is em.ent appears."
Frequently the three letters ROP are read or heard in
(1)
Edwards and Howard, op. cit., p. 400
(2)
Ibid., p. 401
J
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advertising circles. They stand for "nin of paper" posUlon.
The make-up man uses his own discretion in placing the copy
so designated. He will try to place the advertisement where
it is most expedient. It will usually be adjacent to or
surrounded by news matter vrhere it has a f®Wffelfel© chance of
being seen by those who are reading the news columns on that
page. ROP is the basic rate position of the newspaper and
therefore less expensive than regular or praferred position.
The store's regular customers will look for the advertisement
no matter where it is placed.
Some stores have a regular position on the same
page each day and the readers habitually look for the storeys
advertisements in the same place. It probably has a better
chance of being read by new readers also. Even a coitipara-
tlvely obscure position increases in value simply by con-
sistent use. Small advertisers can be fitted into position
so that they won't be buried in the page.
It is generally v/ell known that, "there is, natur-
ally, competition among advertisers for favorable positions
(1)
in the paper." The advertiser will pay for his preferred
position in either the general news sections or in special
sections. There is a better chance of the advertisement
being seen in a conspicuous place in the front part of the
paper. Some men's clothing advertisers seek the sports page
(1)
Kleppner, op. cit., p. 264

while cosmetic advertisers may desire the womerx's pae;e.
On the page itself the various positions which an
advertisement may occupy mtiy differ in value. An extra
charge may be made if the advertiser specifically orders:
(a) Top of colum.n adjoining reading matter
(b) Adjoining reading matter. This means
that the advertisement is to be placed be-
side the editorial matter or news text of
the paper (though not at the top of the
column.
)
(c) Following reading matter. In this
case the advertisement has the editorial
matter above it.
(d) Pull position. Adjoining snd following
reading matter, or else entirely adjoining
reading matter at the top of a column. (1)
A preferred regular position permits the regular
appearance of the store's advertising matter in a preferred
position. Usually if the store has contracted for a large
amount of space, this position is granted at little or no
extra cost, though occasional advertisers mu.st pay a pre-
mium for it.
The Advantages of the Newspaper as a Medium for_the Retail
Store
A decidedly promotional statement in the interest
of the newspaper, biit nevertheless one that can hardly be
dinied is the following:
(1)
Kleppner, op. cit., p. 266
i
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!!JJS"I''B2P®''' '^"8''' ''T praetlcslDv every-one
:
ghey are pubU.heft InA read ev^ry dL-
while the news, which is such a vital neees-
stni Jrfh '"^'r Popular^onris
ohieflv amL^"^,,^"'^"*?"*' ^^^^ Circulate
tSe; sLv^tnflf* -""P^^ co»n.nltie,
Newspaper advertising reaches the largest number of potential
customers, of all income groups, all ages, all classes, and
of all occupations than does any advertising medium for the
retail store. The advertiser e,n actually select his market
by purchasing circulation locally ,o as to obtain adeouete
market coverage without wasting space.
(S)"""*"
°' modern newspaper making is high
^P*ed." Prom the deeds of gathering, transmitting and
«»ltlng the news and advertisements, the mechanical depart-
ment finishes the job speedily. Likewise speed is essential
to retail operation. The retailer always has new copy to
insert at the last minute In tomorrow's fl-st evening editions.
Corrections are always being telephoned m to the newspaper
office Just before the various editions go to press. The
flexibility of the newspaper is absolutely essential in 11^
Of the quick te^o of today- s retail advertising. This func-
tion cannot be performed In any other medium.
There is som.ethlng of interest in the newspaper for
(1)
American Newspaper Publishers A^^sociatlon "T>,. h,
iiisrt"?!^""^"'""' - Ai:?;tii?'grK:r^''-
(2)
Thomson, op. cit., p» 141
f r
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everyone in the fafliily. It is a daily event in the livea
of million?? of fairilies. The local tor.ch in Rdverti?^inp will
fit ri^ht in with reader interest. People generally hpve
confidence in their newspapers. The readers will look for
advertising news as well as other news in the newspapers.
Advertisers have a high regard for the importance
of a news background because advertising is more effective
when it appears in an atmosphere of fresh news. Retail ad-
vertising is news in itself. It certainly gives news of new
products, new uses, new styles, etc. Retail newspaper ad-
vertising can be written around the news of the day. It cam
even go so far as to click with the headlines as national ad-
vertising sometimes does. The newspaper industry says,
"Newspapers make 'newsvertising' possible
because advertising copy frequently can
be as instantaneous as the news. It can
be released as quickly as the news item
itself, an advantage enterprising adver-
tisers often employ to get more sales with
the sv/ift selling power that newspapers
alone can provide," (1)
The Newspaper's Limitations for the Retail Store
The newspapers recognize that they have iiiiitations
as an advertising medium for any advertiser, retail or nation-
al. The life of the newrpaper is relatively short, at least
compared with that of most magazines. The average reading
(1)
American Newspaper Publishers Association, op. c-^t., p. 122

time for a newspaper has been estimated to be somewhere be-
tween eleven and fourteen minutes. The editors Include
daily short stories, continuing stories and serials, and
add.^d features in their attempt to lengthen the reading life
of the paper. The Sunday newspaper combines all these fea-
tures as well as many more. Could that be the reason for the
Sunday edition's longer life than the dailies? It is a fact
that the special supplements found in the Sunday paper do add
life to the reading of the family paper.
The percentage of morning newspapers that are left
on the stands when the late evening editions appear is con-
ceded to be waste circulation. Also when an evening edition
circulates in the forenoon, such circulation is undoubtedly
wasted. The value of the evening edition is that it is
bought on the way home. It has its greatest advertising
value when the whole family have the opportunity to look
through it. Consequently, if the early edition is not brought
home, the chances are that the late edition will not be bought
by the sane individual. The hours of circulation play that •
important a part in determining the advertising merits of any
newspaper.
The retailer may consider advertising in the "country"
editions as waste circulation. These readers probably live at
(1)
Edwards and Howard, op. cit., p. 393
I
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least twenty miles from the store. He must depend upon those
who have access to the store. These remote areas are of no
value to the retailer as he is interested in immediate re-
sults. Waste circ-ulation may be defined as "the difference
betwean city and suburban circulation and the total circu-
(1)
lation". The retailer must compete with other retailers
in the newspapers. This competition refers to the appear-
ence of several retail stores' advertising on succeeding
pages of the newspaper, all attempting to interest the
reader in merchandise of a similar nature. Retailers have
debated the desirability of m.ore or less advertising on
successive pages. Some say that so much advertising cuts
down the reading of any one store's individual advertisement.
Others insist that the more advertising, the better it is
for all. It might cast light on the controversy to say that
"a thick newspaper is always desirable for newsstand sale;
people like to feel that they are gettinsr as riiuch as possible
(2)
for their ? or 3' pennies,"
(1)
Edwards and Howard, op, cit,, p, 391
(2)
Ibid,, p. 393

CHAPTER III
WHAT AUDIENCE DOES THE RADIO AND NE'/VSPAPER REACH?
Who Listens to the Radio ?
At the beginning of 1941, 29,300,000 families In
the United States owned 50,100,000 radio sets. This Is
85 per cent of all the families In the TTnlted States, There
were In addition to the "family" sets, 12,800,000 extra
sets In use In homes. Institutions, places of business, etc.,
(1)
as well as 8,000,000 sets In automobiles.
Radio receiving sets are In operation In everj
county of every state. The Eastern time zone has 93.0 per
cent of Its urban population ov/nlng radios. In cities y/lth
a population between 25,000 and 250,000, 90 per cent of the
families own radios. As might be expected, radio ownership
Is naturally highest In the better-than-average economic
(1)
group, the group that has the greatest purchasing power.
Interesting statistics developed during eight
quarterly surveys conducted jointly by the National Associa-
tion of Broadcasters, the Columbia Broadcasting System, and
the National Broadcasting Company during 1938, 1939, and
1940 show that 90.9 per cent of the total urban fam.ilies in
(1)
Pellesrln, op. clt., p. 2
t 5.
the United States own at least one radio set. Urban radio
fpmilies with two or more sets was 29,2 per cent of the
(1)
total. This is significant in itself when one considers
that multiple set ownership makes radio listening more con-
venient in any part of the house, thus increasing the hours
which the sets will be used as a group.
Type of Audience
There is an audience for every type of soundly
constructed, well presented program. If the audience doesn'
exist handmade, it is always possible to select or build a
good program that will appeal to a particular audience.
The average listener, a hypothetical concept, does
not make more than $2,000 a year. He did not graduate from
high school, is married and has two children. His entertain
ment consists in his weekly attendance at the movies. He
regularly reads the newspapers, but not too thoroughly, and
generally confines his interest to the headlines, sports
page, and comics. He occasionally buys a cheap magazine.
The family probably does not buy more than three books a
year. He probably drives a lovf-priced car, which was pur-
chased either new or second hand. To put it in a n^atshell,
the average listener's recreation, amusement, and cultural
(1)
Pellegrin, op, cit., p, 2

activities are limited by choice, by his education, end
(1)
largely by his incoTne* .
A ve2»y potent factor in retail radio advertising
Is expressed in this manner; "To many program sponsors, the
average listener's wife is the most important member of his
family, as witnessed by the recent rapid growth in daytime
(2)
commercial broadcasting." The housewife buys for the fam-
ily as well as herself. Fer life revolves around "her and
hers". She is the principal cultural and aesthetic cultural
force in the home. She decorates it and makes it pleasant
and comfortable. Women are essentially realists but they
have great emotional sensitivity. Both cf these character-
istics explain their practical interest ir sales talks on
household products and on im.pulse merchandise.
Retail advertisers should have moro interest in
reaching the foreign radio audience. These people are In-
terested in serious forms of music, music of the homeland,
and news and sports program^s. iin:iereas hational advertisers
are deeply interested in the child audience as well as the
rural audience, the nature of retail advertising does not
lend itself to trying to reach these groups.
(1)
Hettinger and Neff, p. 113-115
(2)
Ibid., p. 116
I
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Listening Habits
Listeners may differ in detail but they have many
deep rooted attributes in common. The average listener lifees
to be entertained even when receiving useful information. He
feels a personal relationship between himself and the broad-
caster. The listener is interested in conviction and sincerity
not in mere fact or assertion. Any attentive listener would
say that "the broadcast message must ring true if it is to
achieve its purpose."
Listener moods change rapidly. One of the radio
advertiser's greatest helps is the listener's curiosity. Some
listeners turn a radio on, leave it on, end go about household
duties; others use the radio as a background for whatever they
are doing; others sit dov;n before their radio and listen care-
fully.
In response to the m.any surveys on listening habits,
people generally say that they listen for entertain^Tent
, for
information, or junt because it is a habit.
In the entertainment field, just about everybody in
the city or on the farm, man or woman, boy or girl, likes com-
edians. Popular orchestras are liked in the city mo-e than in
the rural areas, and women like them bit better than men
Hettinger and Neff, op. cit., p. 123
(2)
Kenneth M. Goode, "What About Radio?", Harper Sr. Brothers
New York, London, 1937, p. 69
'
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according to age. Men on the farm like old time music
better than their wives do, and they "both listen to this
type of miasic more than city co-uples.
News broadcasts are by far the most popular pro-
gram of the entire z*adio listening audience. Men listen to
the news m.ore than wom.en, and the older the person ir the
higher percentage of his group listens to news more than
the young-^r people. Men like sports broadcasts more than
their sisters. The male city dweller between the ages of
eighteen and thirty- five lists sports broadcasts as number
six in the list of his favorite programs. The farmers like
the market reports and they also like to listen to talks on
f.-prm-ing. All wom.en like the serial drama as entertairanent
and are in a position to hear the business like sales
(1)
talkn.
Radio listeners may habitually turn to one station
or rotate more or less regularly between three. Other lis-
teners just snap on their radios and shop around the dial,
until they hear som.e program that they like. Then agpin
listener? saek out a favorite program by consulting the
ne'i'spaper radio log for the time and station if they don't
already know when and where the program is. There are some
listeners who turn on their set only to hear Pome individual
(1)
Adapted from statistical tables, Pel3egr^n, op. c5t,
p. 19
i1
program or uHinsiial feature. People listen to the radio be-
cause they are seeking self ir..proveinent
. They are interested
in the radio because through its use they can attain self
expression. One thing, then, is apparent, entertainment alone
is not the only reason that accounts for the continual popu-
larity of the radio.
Individual Preferences
The retail radio advertiser who thinks that he knows
pretty well the listening habits and individual preferences
of his selected radio audience is indeed fortunate. Prom the
results of a survey, or other means of getting the information,
he can build a program, or programs, for his selected audience.
In June, 1943, a survey was made in an Eastern city
to determine what individual preferences in the way of pro-
grams representative housewives had. They were asked: "What
daytime programs have particularly interested you in the past
few weeks?" and "Are there any kinds of programs you wish you
could hear more often?"
These housewives generally preferred serial dramas,
news, and popular music programs. Of all those interviewed,
38.0 per cent mentioned their preferencerfor the serial drama.
On the other hand 32 per cent sa^'d that they hgd no general
preference for any particular type of program. They said that
they would like to hear mere classical and semi-clr.ssi csl

TiTusicel programs primarily and also quiz and dramatic pro-
gran.!?. A substantial number of housewives said that they
would not especially like to hear any type of program more
often, 37.0 per cent in fact. The next highest percentage,
3-3,5 per cent said that they would like more of the good
music type of program. Only 8.5 per cent of the v^omen said
(1)
that they would like to hear more quiz program.s.
The interviewees were asked v/hether there were
any store programs which they considered especially good or
especially poor and why. Of the housewives interviewed,
58.5 per cent thought that some of the programs were partic-
ularly good whereas only 15.5 per cent considered any par-
ticularly bad.
In analyzing the rep sons advanced for considering
retail broadcasts good or bad, it was interesting to note
that when a program was liked it v/as liked for a variety of
reasons, e.g. good music, variety of music, good announcer,
clever, interesting commercials, etc, A dislike for a pro-
(2)gram arose from one paramount reason viz. poor commercials.
It is fairly clear, then, that the feminine audi-
ence is far from satisfied with the present radio fare. The
retailer has the opportunity to give them, the type of program.
(1)
Avery, op. clt., p. 23
(2)
,
Marjorie Fiske, "How C^istom.ers React to Radio"Adverti sing
by Retailers", Sales Management, Vol. 53, No. 8, April 15,
1944, p. 96, 97
I
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they want to hear.
Building the Radio A-udlen^e
The radio audience can be built upon a small or
Ifiv^^ show as long as it appeals to the particular audi-
ence. Prom a ^iven potential audience it is the retail
radio advertiser's problem to build an actual audience
with his program. Has he selected the right time to broad-
cast? Has he selected the type of program to appeal to his
share of that potential audience? There are so many fac-
tors that he must carefully consider when he goes into
radio and all are concerned with building a radio audience.
If he is going to hold his audience he had better build it
on sound lines. His broadcast has the purpose of ulti-
mately achieving sales, whether it be institutional or in-
formative. It might be directed to housewives during the
morning hours and therefore should appeal primarily to them.
Has the retailer made any provisions for audience partici-
pation? Can he handle mail responses? Does he make any
special offers to his audience, not that he gives anything;
away for nothing, but that he allows his listeners to come
to the studio to watch the broadcast or possibly be inter-
viewed? This goodwill will build an audience, relative to
the type of program of course. The broadcast should have
unity, it vwst not lag but should be procres ve . It helps
if it is distinctive, if he has chsracterii and if lt is

the best of its kind. The retailer's broadcast should have
(1)
vitality created through personality and sympathy.
If the retailer develops his program skillfully.
It will continually increase in value. The advertiser roust
persist in his radio advertising if he is to build an audl-
ence^ The frequency of broadcasts is very important. The
radio industry will honestly advise the prospective adver-
tiser that it la probably "better to broadcast two or three
inexpensive programs per day than one expensive one, and it
is better to supplement the program with announcements
throughout the day than it is to let the program stand bv
(2)
itself."
Estimation of a Program's Audience
How can the retailer learn what success his pro-
gram, once on the air, is having in reaching the listeners
he wants as an audience? How can he gauge the degree to
which these people have been influenced by his message?
Surveys and Tests
The rtdid station will cooperate with him in
(1)
.
Ooode, op. cit., p. 158-193
(2)
Avery, op. cit., p. 16
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©stimatlng the audience of his program In various ways. They
will send out a specially equipped auto truck to take a series
of measurements of the station's signal strength from various
surrounding points. The station is considered to be quali-
fied for adequate service if the strength of the signal con-
forms to technical standards depending upon "the location
and design of the antenna and the soil in which it is erects
(1)
ed«" A station has primary coverage if satisfactory re-
ception is possible 80 per cent or more of the time. Sec-
ondary coverage means that satisfactory listening can occur
between 20 and 80 per cent of the time.
Field intensity and coverage surveys give informa-
jbion on individual stations only. They do not show the rela-
tive strength of the station's signal. And more important
to the retail advertiser, satisfactory station servAce does
not mean that the audience accepts its broadcasts. The
rural audience might listen to that powerful station whereas
the urban audience is tuned in on a smaller powered station
in the vicinity of the city. But the retailer is interested
in those urbanites, the city commuter, Carlos Franco of
Young & Rubicam brought out this point very well, "From my
side of the fence, however, field strength maps indicate only
where a station can be heard and not where it is actually
(1)
Kleppner, op, cit., p, 339
i
listened to,"^^^
Mall Response
All stations receive mail from their audience.
This mall is studied to learn something about the geographl
distribution of the audience. By expressing the mmber of
letters received from each county in terms of letters per
thousand homes, the density of listeners can be established
for each county. Counties in which the mail response per
thousand listeners is 50 per cent as great as, or better
than the home county, are considered to be within the pri-
mary listening area. Counties with a ratio smaller than
25 per cent of mail response are placed in secondary or
( 8
)
occasional listening areas.
Day and night response are compiled into separate
density waps which will show how the nighttime coverage
differs from the day.
Individual stations usually plot density maps by
means of "cumulative" mail while networks estimate a pro-
gram* s audience through tabulstion of "special offer mail".
Cumulative mall is "letters addressed to any and
all programs on the station during the day or night over the
(1)
Carlos Franco, "What Constttutes Radio Circulation?"
Advertising 8c Selling, Vol. 36, No. 5, May 1943, p. 44
Hettinger and Neff, op. elt., p. 216

same span of weeks or months." Sneh mall tends to level
out the preferences of the radio audience.
Special offer mall Is "letters asking for some
premium offered over the station in special announcements
scattered throughout the day or night schedule during some
(1)
short period of time, usually a week." Special offer
mall is applied to a very specific time and is thereby lim-
ited In response.
What does mall response indie?? te as regards lis-
tening audience? Is it really a cross section of listeners?
Do all income and cultural groups write letters? The pro-
spective radio retail advertiser should be skeptical about
these density maps drawn up by individual stations. He
isn't too Interested in the number of listeners outside the
retail trading area. He wRnts concentrated coverage. Some
surveys that are conducted by some stations are decidedly
prejudiced. They make an effective selling point but are
otherwise worthless. In his article. What Constitutes
Rft^^o Clrottlatt^n?. Mr. Franco, in Advertising & Selling. ,
says that
,
"The Joint Committee on radio research.
. .dis-
carded the techniques many are still using for measuring
listening. ..field strength maps, fan mall maps, post card
(1)
Prank Avery and Charles Smith, "How to Measure Radio
Audiences", National Association of Broadcasters.
1943, p. 11
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(1)
surveys and the like,"
It cannot be denied that thf> actual number who tune
In to a particular program can be measured fairly accurately
by means of mail analyses, roster surveys, and mechanical
devices, which will be considered later. This voluntary
mail response, to the announcer or to the retailer himself,
as well as to the station, may be used in further sales pro-
motion. The involuntary mail brought about by offers or con-
tests is a means by checking the sales results of the retail-
er's radio advertising. He must be prepared to hfindle the
response, answering letters, sending out the offer or sample,
et6. In his quest for an estimation of the feature's audi-
ence, the retail sponsor has to be wide awake--before he
accepts any fifires.
Who Reads the Newspapers?
Wesley I. Nunn, advertising manager of the Stan-
dard Oil Company of Indiana said on newspaper readership,
""Everyone reads a newspaper. It's an inti-
mate thing--it appeals to everyone because its
contents are current, interest ing^a and attention-
getting. .Newspapers not onjy make their calls
as regularly as the milkman, but they're just as
welcome.
. ..Newspapers are read everywhere
—on
. the farm, in the factory, in the office and at
home.** (2)
Franco, op. cit., p. 44
(2)
American Newspaper Publishers Association, op. cit., p. 59
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The average copy of a newspaper is read by more
than one adult person. The Bureau of Advertising of the
American Newspaper Publishers Association estimate an aver-
age figure of 2.5 adult readers per copy of all the Weekday
(1)
newspapers in the United States and Caaada.
Types of Readers
Retail stores direct their advertising to five
broad classifications of readers. These classifications
are based on the reading and shopping habits of women.
The first reader can be characterized in this manner: "The
(2)
shopping reader is the true bargain hunter." She reads
all the advertisements looking for price concessions. If
the concession is low enough, she'll buy the product whether
she needs It or not. If she is in one store for a conces-
sion, she won»t buy other goods because she also knows where
she can get them for less. She canrarely be converted in-
to a regular store customer.
The second reader is the specific purchaser who
is on the lookout for a particular bargain. She wants a
specific article of merchandise within a certain price range.
Consequently, she scans all advertising for the correctly
(1)
American Newspaper Publishers Association, op. clt., p. 55
( 2)
Edwards and Howard, op. clt., p. 169
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priced article. She can often be induced to p^irchaee other
items m the store and may be converted into a reguiir custo-
mer*
The third reader! "The casual reader reads the news-
paper as a newspaper," she reads the advertisements along
with the news columns, she is not always looking for bargains
but she is the type of person who can be impressed with adver-
tisements that seek to sell the store as well as a particular
item. She makes advertising profitable. Her group represents
the largest type of women readers in any newspaper audience.
This woman makes an intelligent discrimination between stores
and she can be converted into a regular customer instead of
a one-time psrchaser.
The fourth type of reader is the ideal of the retail
advertiser. The regular customer of the store always reads
its advertising. She firmly believes in everything about the
store. She buys most of her merchandise in this store whether
or not it has been advertised. She really is a valuable asset
to the store.
The fifth and last type of newspaper retail adver-
tising reader is "the woman yrHo never reads advertising", main-
taining that she cannot be influenced by advertising. She might
not #ead advertising but she certainly is influenced by it? she
just doesn»t admit it. Very likely everything in her household
(1)
Edwards and Howard, op. cit., p. 170
i
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bears a widely-advertised trade mark} her linens, for Instance,
or the creams on her dressing-table. She may be drawn to a
store through the humor, the commonsense, or perhaps the
honesty of the store's advertising. She will never be con-
verted by out-and-out bargain advertising. Her value to the
store lies in the chance that in time she may be made into
a regular and profitable customer.
What People Read
In 1939 the Advertising Research Foundation con-
ducted an impartial research project, "The Continuing Study
of Newspaper Reading". The purpose of this excellent survey
may be surmised from this statement:
"The study was undertaken by the Foundation
in line with its general objective of making
available broad and competent facts regard-
ing the more scientific use of advertising." (1)
Trained investigators interviewed a cross section
of men and women readers on the day following date of publi-
cation of the issue being examined. These people were asked,
"Did you read yesterday's issue of the such-and-such paper?"
Of course, if the answer was "no", the interview was termin-
ated. If the answer was "yes", then the respondent indica-
ted on a fresh copy of the newspaper, by a crayon mark, exactly
what the interviewed remembers having read in the particular
(1)
American Newspaper Publishers Association, op.ccit., p. 98

Issue. The entire newspaper, page by page and item by item,
was treated thus.
People read their newspapers c^irefully, the inside
pages as well as page one. The Continuing Study furnished
figures to show a sustained level of reading of 96 per cent
or better fop the Inside pages of both section one and sec-
tion two, for both men and women.
Figures prove that the newspaper supplies plenty
of readers for every page, but do the different kinds of ad-
vertisers cash in on this readership?
TABLE 6
What People Read by Type of Advertising
Type of Advertising Median Reading*
Tk« 1 .J . WomenDisplay Advertising 78^ 94^
National Advertising 535^ cq^
LOCAL ADVERTISINO (67^) (g^\
Department Store Advertising sgjg ggJ
Amusement Advertising 43<g coa^
Classified Advertising
^6% 42%
Percentages are for people reading any of the tvne
of advertising specified. ^
Source: American Newspaper Publishers Association,
The Newspaper as an Advertising Medium",
Bureau of Advertising, New York, 1940, p. 104
In view of the fact that such a large percentage
of men and women read display advertising, it is quite
apparent that people consider advertising an important part
American Newspaper Publishers Association, op. cit.,
p. 103
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of their dally newspapers. They also read local advertising
better than they do national advertising. That con be read-
ily understood, however, because all advertising to the In-
dividual reader Is "local" In the sense that it Is Individu-
al and personal. Probably the local advertisers as a whole
because of necessarily being In closer contact with the
reader should have a clearer understanding of the pfychology
of newspaper readers than the national advertisers. The point
Is that the more the advertiser keeps this local and indlvidn-
allstle viewpoint of the reader in mind, the more readers he
will be able to attract.
How People Read
"The Continuing Study of Newspaper Reading" showed
that readers give as much attention to left hand pages as,
and sometimes more than, right hand pages. The tabulation
of 107 left hand pages and 105 right hand pages showed that
75 per cent of the women read right hand pages, 77 per cent
read left hand pages. Among the men, 65 per cent read right
hand pages, and 69 per cent read left hand pages. The dif-
ference between left hand and right hand page reading is very
slight. The figures demonstrate conclusively that people
read news and ads on both pages.... and that left hand position
and right hand position are both good.^^^
American Newspaper Publishers Association, op clt.,
p. 108-109
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The Study brought out figures to prove that in-
terest beyond a newspaper's seventh page varies compara-
tively little from the Interest shown in the first seven
pages. The percentage of men readers who read any adver-
tising in the "page seven or forward group" was 72* Seventy
basic pages are included in this group, exclusive of full
page advertisements and pages generally closed to display
advertising, and also pages not strictly classed as gen-
eral news pages. One hundred and thirty- seven sample pages,
so classified, in the "page eight or back group", were read
by 60 per cent men readers.
The women riadlBg "page seven or forward" was
80 per cent of the group. The same slight drop in reader-
ship of "page eight or back" which was true of men readers,
gives the women 74 per cent readership.
The significance and importance of the Study may
be seen from the following commentary:
"The Continuing Study provides the first
generally accepted scientific evidence to
show to ^at extent each page in a news-
paper is read. And it shows conclusively
that there is very little difference be-
tween the attention which the forward part
and the rear part of the daily newspaper
receives. It proves that ads in the middle
and back portions of the paper have just
about the same chance to catch the reader*
s
(1)
Americsn Newspaper Publishers Association, op. cit. p. 109

Interest as ads in the front part ...
.
that run-of-paper position gives every
advertiser plenty of opporttinity to
arrest the attention of newspaper readers.
What counts most is not where the ad ap-
pears, but what goes into it."(l)
American Newspaper Publishers Association, op. cit.
p. no

CHAPTER IV
HOW DOES RADIO COMPARE WITH NEWSPAPER CIRCULATION?
Potential ys. Actual Clreulatlen
When a local advertiser buys space In the news-
paper, he knows that a certain definite number of copies
will be printed and delivered within a certain radius. He
do©sn»t know how many of these readers will see the adver-
tlsement, will read It, or will be Influenced by It. All
this Is something of a guess to the advertiser. The news-
paper can guarantee nothing else other than this potential
circulation. When a local advertiser talks about radio cir-
culation, he does not consider those who can listen, but
demands to know those who will listen. However, the radio
cannot do any more than guarantee the advertiser a potential
circulation. A radio author has said, "This potential cir-
culation is defined as those radio- equipped homes within the
listening area covered adequately by a given radio station."
It is up to the advertiser to hew his actual audience from
everybody's potential audience. The daily newspaper clrcu-
(2)
latlon in the year 1940 was 41,131,611, but the number
(1)
Dygert, op. clt., p. 35
(2)
Pellegrin, op. cit., p. 3
iI
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(1)
of radio sets In use in the ssone year was 50,100,C00»
Radio has the greatest potential circulation of all media
but it is extremely doubtful if radio circulation can ever
be put on a comparable basis with the circulation of the
printed word.
The 100 per cent potential audience is divided
into those people not at home, those at home but not lis-
(2)
tening to their radio, and the real listeners. These
people actually listening to their radio, the actual audi-
ence, is what the advertiser pays for. This actual cir-
culation that can be secured for a program is comparable if
not superior to that achieved through the use of other media*
What is the Retail Trading Area ?
Before d»eldiiig on the medium that he will employ,
the local advertiser should try and discover the limits of
the retail trading area» He should not have any preconceived
notion of where the limits of the trading area are.
By analyzing the store's deliveries as to both
frequency and volume the advertiser can determine the rela-
tive importance of the different sections of the area. The
comptroller's office can without much trouble analyze the
(1)
Pellegrln, op. cit., p. 3
(2)
See page 74

charge accounts to learn from which sections the store draws
Its present business. This same office can periodically
analyze all sales checks, both charge and cash to Include
all the store's business in the trading area.
After the advertiser has learned from which sec-
tions of the community his store is attracting its present
business, and the relative importance of those sections, he
will be able to decide whether to cultivate present trading
areas more intensively or reach out into other sections to
obtain additional business.
Relation to Market Potential
There are certain Interdependent factors that dl-
fectly limit, and indirectly help to define the extent of a
trading area. For example, rivers, lakes, mountains, and
other natural barriers frequently prevent the flow of trade*
Transportation and communication facilities greatly deter-
mine the direction and distance people will come to shop.
The types of merchandise offered in the city's stores as
well as the services offered by the stores have much to do
with people's inclination or disinclination to shop in a
city. The density in population in a city and surrounding
districts tend to limit the size of the trading area. Re-
tailers have long recognized the fact that the retail at-
traction of any city or town extends into the surrounding
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area tip to a point where it meets the counter attraction ©f
(1)
another city.
Dr. William J. Reilly of the Staff of the Bureau
of Business Research of the University of Texas, in 1929,
said, as recorded recently in Sales Manapiement ,
"two towns attract trade in shopping
goods from an intermediate tvwn in the
vicinity of the boundary between the trade
areas of the two towns in direct propor-
tion to the population of the two towns
and inversely as the square of the distance
from the intermediate town to the two com-
peting towns." (2)
Which Medium Covers the Rural Area ?
The newspaper covers the rural areas, too, but not
so extensively as the radio. In 1938 the Fertilizer Associa-
tion in a particular survey uncovered the fact that nine out
of ten farmers in 10 out of 35 states, regularly read daily
newspapers. In all 76.8 per cent of the farmers interviewed
(3)
in the 35 states were regular readers of dally papers.
The farmer is much more dependent on his radio
than the city dweller. His news comes from the radio rather
than the small home town newspaper. The radio is more of
an entertainment or a national advertiser's medium than the
I^^Edwards and Howard, op, cit,, p. 626-632
J. P. Converse, "Newspapers and Retail Gravitation Deter-
mine Trading Area Boundaries," Sales Management, Vol, 52,
, .No, 21, October 15, 1943, p. 21
'^American NewspapersPublishers Association, op. clt., p. 60
I
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retailer's. However, in some communities the farmers may
come into the trading area once a week or maybe once a
month. The retail advertiser can reach this audience most
profitably by radio. The city or fair-sized town newspaper
wouldn't of course circulate in those outlying districts.
Their trading area is controlled by their circulation and
is thereby limited. Anyway, the truth of the matter is
that,
"retail stores of a town cannot expect
to secure very much trade from any con-
siderable distance beyond the normal
boundaries of their town's trade area.
Prom their point of view, they do not want
a circulation for any great distance out-
side this area, if this involves higher
advertising rates."(l)
The retailer must be fully informed about all
factors concerning the newwpaper or radio station in which
he advertises. Regarding the circulation of the newspaper,
just how much circulation does it have? Where does the
newspaper go? What percentage of the total circulation is
city, suburban, and country? Is the page circulation the
result of normal voluntary subscription? Is the circulation
delivered or controlled, or is it circulated by newsstands?
Also what about the business and editorial policy of the
newspaper? What class and types of people read the par-
ticular newspaper? The quantity and quality of the
(1)
American Newspaper Publishers Association, op. clt.,
p. 60
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circulation of the newspaper, and for the radio as a matter
of fact, are very important factors in determlnlnp; which
(1)
newspaper or station to advertise with*
Quantity of Circulation
Radio's quantity circulation is determined by the
power of the station, the clear reception area, and the nam-
ber of sets in the area. Naturally this is potential circu-
lation—by no means actual. The station must be popular with
these potential listeners, if they can be classified as actual
listeners.
The retail advertiser is interested in concentra-
ting listening. He is interested in circulation within the
trading area of his store. Wide coverage 5s not a conclusive
factor with him. In addition to knowing how many people lis-
ten, the retail advertiser is more interested in knowing what
people listen to the particular station. He mast reach the
right people. He must pay careful attention to the station
preferences of his present or potential customers.
What About Measuring Circulations ?
Is circulation Increasing in both the newspaper and
the radio? •Yes", measured in periods of ten years, both
(1) Adapted from Wdwards and Howard, op. clt., p. 394-395
4i
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mediums had had increased circulations. In 1920, the daily
.
newspaper circulation was 27,790,656 and the radio circula-
tion for 1922 was understandably only 400,000. Ten yaers
later, in 1930, the daily newspaper circulation was 39,589,172
while the number of radio sets in use was 13,000,000. Both
mediums had substantial circulation increases, but even with
radio's increased popularity, its circulation csn't compare
with newspaper's circulation. Yet in 1940, the daily news-
paper circulation was 41,131,611—and—the number of radio
sets in use this same year was 50, 100,0001—or almost
10,000,000 better circulation than newspapers. Radio has
(1)
certiinly come into its own in twenty years.
Big News Effect
"Big news" Increases newspaper circulation, but the
exciting headlines and front pages do not monopolize the
reader's attention at the expense of the advertisements. The
attention given to newspaper advertising has remained constant
ot has advanced as war news has become more important. The
retail newspaper advertiser can count on closer attention
when "big news" breaks. He does not have to be told that,
"a greater interest in newspapers In turn means a greater
interest in the newspaper's entire contents. including the
(1)
Pellegrin, op. cit., p. 3

(1)
ads."
How is Circulation Measured?
The Importanoe of jaeasurlng the circulation of the
radio station during a given |)»ogram broadcast has been rec-
ognized by the industry In the development of a number of
measuring techniques. But, the retail store also conducts
independently of the industry's checking services, their own
customer surveys to find out at what hour these customers
are tuned in to what program. These independent surveys may
be conducted by questionnaires sent to the store's customers
along with the monthly statement. Probably the most popular
method is to telephone to the homes of a number of customers
at or about the time at which the store plans to broadcast
to ask them If they are listening to their radios, and to
what programs. Some stores have actually conducted house-
to-house surveys among a number of their customers. Of
course, the station receives fan mail for all programs, and
the popularity of the h4ur at vdilch a program is broadcast
Aay indicate the station circulation at such hourly programs.
The methods measuring the popularity of a program,
and consequently hour, are demanded by any advertiser before
he invests any money at all into any radio advertising on
any station. The retailer may want to sponsor a fifteen
(1)
American Newspaper Publishers Association, op. cit., p. 58
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minute program or on© of a half an hour, a program being
broadcast now but available for sponsorship. Naturally he
would like to kn«rw the listener rating of the program. "Basic-
ally, a 'rating* is the percentage of families who heard a
particular program on some specified day or days, with the
radio families in the area surveyed taken as 100 per cent."^"^^
The three principal methods of measuring program audiences are
coincidental telephone, recall surveys, and audimeter studies.
Probably the most widely known service for analyzing
the popularity of programs, that is as far as the layman is
concerned. Is that of C. E. Hooper, Inc. All the major na-
tional evening and daytime programs have been analysed and
given a rating by Hooper. C. E. Hooper, Inc. uses the coin-
cidental method In which researchers call listeners during the
time a given program is being broadcast to ask, "Are you lis-
tening?" "Hooperatings" are based on a national sample taken
in 32 major cities every month, but an 89 city f5eld has re-
cently been added, representing a cross section of 412 com-
munities of 25,000 population or over.
The Cooperative Analysis of Broadcasting Ratings,
made by Crossley, Inc., research organlEatlon, is based on
answers to telephone inquiries In 33 major cities. The Co-
operative Analysis of Broadcasting now "reveals that it will
(1)
Eewis H. Avery and Charles H. Smith, "How to Measure Radio
Audiences", National Association of Broadcasters. 1943.
p. 13
1
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drop temporarily the recall technique—a system of checking
to see what program listeners remembered a few hours later—
in favor of exclusive use of the coincidental method/"^^ Re-
call tests are classified as "unaided" and "aided". The
unaided recall test asks a broad question such as, "What ad-
vertisements have particularly impressed you recently?" On
the other hand, the aided recall test asks a more specific
and direct question, or, "What brand of tooth powder (or
whatever the product may be) have you seen or heard adver-
tised recently?" Advertisements are not shown the persons
\ 2)
interviewed.
Probably the most objective measurement of radio
audiences is available by using the audlmeter, a mechanical
recording device about the size of a lunch box which is at-
tached to the radio. A. C. H4els«n Company compiles the Niel-
sen Radio Index on such a device.
More recent developments In the field of audience
measurements are the listener diary, handled by mall, and
printed roster recall method, conducted by personal Interviews.
The listener diary study may be defined by its mode of oper-
ation which,
"consists in a having a representative
sample of radio families, in the area to
(2)
Business Week, "Added Research", No. 745, February 12, 1944p • 88
(2)
Kleppner, op. clt., p. 475

be surveyed, keep a diary, quarter-honr
by qnarter-ho-ur, of the family listening
for some period of time, usually a week.^^1)
The printed roster technique Is made by the respondent's
designating on the list handed to him which of the programs
were actually listened to during
The coincidental method is not valuable as a gen-
eral measure of a station's audience acceptability because
all radio homes do not have telephones, it is hard to ap-
portion, hard to reach the rural areas, and is costly.
Not all programs are remembered equally well;
popular big programs are remembered more frequently, con-
sequently the unaided recall method is not too efficient.
Probably of these two measurements, the coincidental method
Is the better--8Lnd Crossley, Inc., has tested them both side
by side for the past year and a half.
Aside from these qualitative program measurements,
what about measuring the quality of a program? The Lazars-
field-Stanton Program Analyzer Is "a mechanical device whereby
a sample of listeners can indicate, while they are hearing a
program, the specific portions of the show that are pleasing
to them; those parts of which they disapprove, and such ele-
(2)
ments as leave them Indifferent." Marlon Harper, Jr. in
his Advertising & Selling article. Some Factors of Radio
(1)
Avery and Smith, op. olt., p. 14
(2)
Ibid., p. 15
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Measurement described the Program Analyzer as:
"the instrument consists of a moving
tape, electrically driven, on which pens
record, second by second, the individual
likes or dislikes of the audience as it
listens to a recording of a given pro-
gram. "(1)
However, a simpler method is known as the listener panel
technique. Questionnaires are given to a group of radio
listeners who report their reactions to program; principles
such as talent, guest stars, script, music, etc., for exam-
ination.
The circulation of the radio, then, is much more
intensive than the circulation attained by any local news-
paper. But, just how important to the local retailer is
extensive circulation? It is the newspaper that gives in-
tensive circulation within the retail trading area. The local
advertiser is interested in concentrated circulation. The
circulation of the radio in that it embraces many people over
a large area may be called quantitative. On the other hand,
the circulation of the newspaper in that it pretty well satur-
ates the well defined retail trading area has the characteris-
tic of quality and consequently may be called qualitative.
(1)
p. 64
Marlon Harper, Jr. "Some Factors in Radio Management".
Advertising k Selling, Vol. 38, No. 2, February, 1945,
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CHAPTER V
HOW DO THE TWO MEDIUM'S COSTS GOMPAREt
What Retail Advertistng Costs the Public
People have generally held a serious misconception
of how much advertising goes into the retail price of a com-
modity. They think that advertising just Increases the price
that they have to pay for an article.. Actually advertising
allows the principle of decreasing costs to function. Be-
cause of the larger sales volume and the faster turnover
which advertising helps the retailers to obtain, they are
able to buy in larger quantities at lower prices and to take
a smaller mark-up on single items.
In 1930 a prominent authority made an effort to
compare the public's idea about the cost of advertising with
the fact St he said,
"The people guessed that a soap selling for
14 a cake carried an advertising expenee of
almost 1 \/Zi a cake. The ^etpftl advertising
cost was l/6(^ a cake. The people guessed
that the advertising cost of clothes selling
at |50 a suit was #6 a suit. The actual cost
was |1 a suit. The people guessed that a
breakfast food selling for a package cost
over 2i for advertising. The actual cost was
3/lO^f a package." (1)
(1)
Thomson, op. clt., p. 35, J. C. McQuiston
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Probably If comparable figures were at hand today, people
would be just as deceived as to the percentage of advertis-
ing expense in a commodity.
stores spend for advertising? In 1938 the Domestic Distribu-
tion Department of the U.S. Chamber of Commerce published the
figures of a nationwide analysis of all kinds of advertising
spent by all kinds of retail stores as a percentage of net
sales*
RETAIL STORE ADVBRTISINGf EXPRESSED AS A PERCENTAGE OP
What is the percentage of net sales that retail
(1)
TABLE 7
NET SALES
Types of Stores % of Net Sales Spent for Advertising
Grocery stores:
Sales less than |30,000
I 30,000 to 49,000
60,000 to 99,000
100,000 to 149,000
150,000 and over
0,25
0.3
0.3
0.45
0.4
Shoe stores J
Sales less than $30,000
# 30,000 to 49,000
60,000 to 99,000
100,000 to 249,000
250,000 and over
1.5
2.0
2.2
2.3
3.8
Jewelry stores:
Sales less than $ 20,000 2.4
(1)
0. Henry Richard Rlchert, "Retailing Principles and Prac-
tices", The aregg Publishing Co., Chicago, 1938, P. 168,169

TABLE 7 (cont.)
# 20,000 to 49,000 3.2
50,000 to 99,000 3,9
Department stores:
Sales less than ^250,000 2«5
|250,000 to 499,000 2.45
Automobile tire and accessory stores
(merchandising and repair stores)
Sales all stores 1.1
Men»s clothing stores J
Sales less than |100,000 3.07
#100,000 to 200,000 3.18
200,000 to 500,000 3«67
Drug stores:
Sales all stores 0.7
Specialty stores:
Sales all stores 3.4
Source: Domestic Distribution Department, XT. S.
Chamber of Commerce, Smiall Store Adver-
tising, p. 9
Department stores and mary specialty stores are
large and consistent users of advertising. It Is of in-
terest, therefore, to examine the size of their expenditures
(1)
in relation to sales over a period of years. In the
case of department stores it will be noted that the largest
expenditures in terms of sales were in the depression years
(1)
See Table 8 on page 103
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1932 and 1933 when ifehe figure stood at 4,0 per cent. It is
apparent, also, that the percentage figure remained station-
ary in 1934 and 1935 at 3«8 per cent, again in 1936 and 1937
3*65 per cent, but declined gradually during the two years
1939 and 1940, However the year 1941 showed the greatest
drop from the preceding year in all the years analyzed. The
1941 figure was only 3.15 per cent of net sales* Again in
1942, another low figure was reached; the drop from the 1941
percentage was greater than the drop from 1940 to 1941* Most
likely because of the war boom, the 1942 department stores*
advertising expenditures were only 2* 7 per cent of net sales.
It is of interest to note that since the depression years
high percentage figures (4.0) the advertising expenditures ill
terms of sales have been declining gradually(except in 1938)
until 1941 and 1942 when they took a substantial decline.
Specialty stores have spent a higher proportion of
their sales for advertising than have department stores in
each year except 1941 which corresponded to the year 1938
for department stores. The high point in this fourteen year
period was reached in 1932 when an amount equal to 4.S per
cent of sales was spent. The low point was 3.75 per cent in
1942, whichwas also low for department stores.
A significant fact is that for both department and
specialty stores the advertising expense rate in 1942 was
lower than any other year, presumably r©flect:'ng both the
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larger sales and the smaller promotional effort, necessary
(1)
to bring the customers Into the stores.
TABLE 8
DEPARTMENT STORES' AND SPECIALTY STORES'
ADVERTISING EXPENDITTTRES EXPRESSED AS A PERCENTAGE OP
NET SALES, 1929-1942
Tear Department Stores Specialty Stores
1929 3.3 4.0
1930 3«5 4.3
1931 3.8 4.4
1932 4.0 4.8
1933 4.0 4.4
1934 3.8 4.4
1935 3.8 4.25
1936 3.65 4.1
1937 3.65 4.2
1938 3. "75 4.4
1939 3.6 4.4
1940 3.5 4.2
1941 3.15 4.05
1942 2.7 3.75
Source: Malcolm P. McNalr, "Operating Results of
Department and Specialty Stores in 1942",
Bureau of Business Research, Bulletin No. 117,
Vol. XXX No. 1, June 1943
Who Pays for Retail Radio Advertising;?
Talent and Time Costs
Radio saya that d«alap8 prafar radio and the news-
paper industry says that dealers prefer newspapers. The catch
^^^McNair, op. cit., p. 3
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l8 that dealers prefer radio for some qualities and adver-
tising characteristics and newspapers for others. Hi^ talent
and time costs keep many retailers from using radio advertis-
ing. The cost of producing and broadcasting fifteen minute,
half-hour, or hour "live talent" programs are probably too
steep for most retailers* advertising budgets.
Although the majority of local radio advertisers
find it much more economical to use electrical transcriptions
in their broadcasts, some stores do use live talent for a
fifteen minute or half-hour program. It really depends upon
the station and its locality for efficient talent to be avail-
able. There will undoubtedly be a talent bureau located in
the city. The advertiser can make full use of the popularity
of local artists, particularly of distinctive personalities
such as news commentators. Even some small stations have
available efficient actors, good announcers, house bands,
vocal singers and quartets. Expenses in normal times for
dramatic actors ran from $5 to #25 per program with rehear-
sals, for^tenors from #3 to $15, and for quartets from |10
to |100. All radio talent is unionized with standard prices
for the various types of services. Even though the talent Is
good, the local advertiser is just Inviting extra headaches
and extra expense. The problem of finding local programs
also requires constant alertness, close contacts with numbers
(1)
Edwards and Howard, op. clt., p. 489
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of stations, and endless persistance with talent bureaus.
By using transcriptions, the advertiser can employ the best
of actors and directors, produce the show once and use the
"platter" when and where he chooses. Only the :iarger stores
can afford to use live talent as does the department store
Jordan Marsh and Company in Boston with Its thirty minute
orchestral broadcast*
The local retail merchant may purchase a half hour
for as little as #60 plus talent cost. He may use the 100-
word limit spot announcement in some eases for as little as
#2.65 per station. But consider that the chain break an-
nouncement is usually restricted to 15 or 30 seconds! This
break allows only 20 to 35 words from the five minute unit
of radio time. The time of day at which the announcements
are made and the frequency of presentation also Influence
the time cost.
cost PfllB Listener
In selecting the radio station, the advertiser
should take into consideration the cost of reaching each
listener. If there is a question of two stations, naturally
Che station which reaches the greatest number of listeners
at the lowest cost per listener is the most economical
station to use, other things being equal. The cost per
listener is figured by dividing the rate per unit of time
by the estimated number of listeners. An example of how it

Is figured follows:
"Station A charges #160 for a daytime hour
during which it is estimated that the adver-
tiser can reach 40,000 listeners. Station B
charges #100 for a daytime hour during which
he can reach an estimated 20,000 listeners.
On the basis of cost per advertising hour.
Station B would be the cheaper. On the basis
of cost per listener, however, Station A
would be more economical, because it costs
only 4/lOj^ to reach each listener with an
hour's broadcast over that station, while it
costs b/lC^ to reach each listener with an
hour's broadcast over Station B,"(l)
The advertiser should keep the potential atldienoe
of his store's trading area in mind. The station with the
greatest potential circulation within the trading area is
the one to be considered even though the other station kas
a greater overall potential audience. Naturally, the more
commuter listeners the advertiser reaches, the more he can
potentially sell.
Mr, E, L, Deckinger, a notable advertising exec-
utive, wrote a most straight- to-the-point article on radio
advertising cost per listener in Printers' Ink. He wrote:
"The fellow who gets the most lis-
teners per dollar is out in the radio's 'green
grass country'. The green grass hunter— the
fellow who looks for value—wants to know more
than just how big his audience Is. He wants
to know what he is getting in relation to
cost. Maybe a lot of folks listen to his
show—but maybe he is paying too much for
each listener. Or maybe he is not getting a
(1)
Edwards and Howard, op, cit., p, 495
4i
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lot of listeners—but those he does get,
he»s buying economically."
Mr. Deckinger mentions a maxim that might well be adopted by
all radio retail advertisers;
'*One way of figuring out the cost of reaching
people is to take the cost of putting the
show on the air—being sure to include both
time and talent (a common error is to omit
time cost) and divide by the rating obtained—
thus giving the investment made to get one
point of rating." (1)
Cecile L. Robinson, former time buyer at the
William Esty Co., New York agency, has introduced a new
radio service, known as Robinson* s Radio Reckoner, "a tool
for scientific time buying". She would determine spot costs
by radio homes or by percentage of audience. As an illus-
tration, a mythical station
"claims a primary coverage of 100,000 radio
homes. So if you reach 1 per cent of its
audience, you reach 1,000 radio homes. For
each additional 1 per cent of audience, you
reach another 100 ^adio homes. Now if a
certain spot on KRCTM costs |10 divide the
audience by |10 and you find that if the
rating is 1, you get 100 radio homes per
dollar and for every 1 per cent more audience
you get 10 more radio homes per dollar." (2)
Radio Advertising Rates
The rates of broadcasting vary with the unit of
time, hour of the day or night, and the individual station.
^^^1. L. Decl^inger "Radioes 'green grass country*— It's Where
You (Jet Ifost Listeners Per Dollar", Printers* Ink, Vol.
201, No. 12, December 18, 1942, p. 71
(2)
Printers* Ink, "Hew Radio Reckoner Gives Homes-Reached-Per-
Dollar for Station Spot Availabilities", Vol. 203, No. 9
May 28, 1943
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They ape divided into night rates, which are the most expen-
sive and are known as Class A rates, and day rates which are
less costly and are called Class B. rates. Night rates are
in effect from 6:00 p.m. to 11:00 p.m.
The base rate for most stations is the hotir—the
nighttime hour with the daytime hours as 50 p»r cent of the
base or a near approximation. The retail advertiser would
be charged 80 per cent of the base rate for 45 minutes of
broadcasting time. However, 20 or 30 seconds are station
time to allow for identification and circuit changes. For
five minutes' broadcasting time, the advertiser would be
charged 20 per cent of the base rate. One-minute rates are
(1)
usually half of five-minute rates.
Practically all stations grant discounts increas-
ing as the total frequency of broadcasting increases. Most
stations sell time for thirteen weeks or thirteen broadcasts*
The discountacales generally reach a maximum, providing mini-
mum rates for a daily or at least a five-times-weekly program
presented for 62 consecutive weeks. Discounts are also ob-
tainable with twenty- six broadcasts. A weekly frequency dis-
count varying with the number of times per week that the ad-
vertiser broadcasts is available at some stations. The lagge
national advertisers are able to take advantage of additional
bulk discounts based on gross billings, but the average retail
(1)
Avery and Johnson, op. c it., p. 16
I(
(
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store advertiser does not use radio so extensively.
Buying Space for Retail Ada
Space Is bought in most newspapers by the agate
line of which there are fourteen to the column inch. The re-
tailer forwards the insertion order which calls for a speci-
fied number of lines, as well as dates to run, specified posi
tion, name of advertiser, etc. For Instance, a 1,000- line
advertisement may be 200 lines by 5 columns, or it may be
250 lines by 4 columns, or whatever the layout calls for.
The local advertiser will have signed a space contract with
the newspaper agreeing upon the rate that he will pay for the
coming year.
Retail Newspaper Advertising Rate
Each publisher declda» upon the rates that he will
charge advertisers. The rate must be in proportion to the
paper's circulation i^en he establishes the rates, because of
existing competitive conditions. If he charges all local ad-
vertisers the same rates regardless of the amount of space
used, the rate is known as "flat rate". In "open rate papers"
a decreasing scale of rates is used, based on the volume of
space used, known as a quantity discount, or on frequency of
insertion, commonly called a time discount.
i
Advertisers are willing to pay special rates for
preferred positions, reader adverl^lsements which are set In
the same style type as the news matter, and display classi-
fication on a special page such as the garden page. This
latter classification can he had for a special low rate hut
the other two are premium competitive positions requiring
higher rates.
The publisher of both a morning and evening paper
may offer advertisers a combination rate, either optional
or forced. The advertiser, under the optional combination,
can buy space in the paper separately at their regular rates
or together at a lower combination rate if he wants to use
both. The forced combination means that the advertiser is
obliged to buy space in both the morning end evening papers.
Cost Of a Mewspaper'e Circulation
Two variables must be considered in comparing cost
of newspaper space, the rate per line and the quantity cir-
culation of a publication. The cost per agate line per mil-
lion of circulation is known as the "mllline" rate. This
unit, the creation of Benjamin Jefferson, is figured by
multiplying the line rate by a million and then dividing
this figure by the newspaper's circulation.
When the advertiser signs his space contract he
estimates that he can use a certain number of lines a year.
The rate card will specify that If, say, 10,000 lines are
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used the rate will be 16^ per line. If the advertiser uses
less than 10,000 lines he must pay the difference which
would be figured on 5,000 lines at Yti per line. When he
receives the bill for space used that month, he hasn't earned
the 16^ rate because he used less than 10,000 lines, the
difference that he must pay is known as the "short rate".
Of course, if the advertiser earns a better rate by using
more than 10,000 lines, he gets a rebate for the sum due
(1)
him.
The milllne rate is used to determine the rela-
tive Bost per reader, but another term is also used to com-
pare cost of circulation. This term "»true-line rate' is
the rate per line per million of circulation within the
(2)
trading area." It differs with the milline rate in terms
of circulation, this latter rate per million of total cir-
culation. Naturally, if the newspaper has 100 per cent of
its circulation in the trading area, its true-line rate is
the same as its milline rate*
Cost Per Listenei* vs. Cost Per Reader
The comparative costs of radio per listener and
newspaper per reader have been measured extensively by bohh
^^^Kleppner, op. cit., p. 2^2
(2)
Edwards and Howard, op. cit., p. 396
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media. These measureinents for local advertising vary within
a single comtminity because total newspaper subscribers and
total radio homes will vary in each city according to the
different circulations of newspapers and to the power and
frequencies of radio stations, thus giving different "gross"
or potential coverage. Of course, some newspapers and sta-
tions charge higher rates than competitors, but sometimes
less*
Dr. George Gallup found that an average quarter
page newspaper advertisement is read by 7 per cent of the to*
tal circulation. As regards the radio listening audience,
local surveys in a particular survey established an average
tune in to all stations of 18 per cent. This comparison was
made on a quarter-page advertisement and a quarter-hour radio
program in a large city on the west coast and another one in
a fair- sized New England city.
"Station A" in one of these cities served by four
daily newspapers had only one rate. The commercial message
for the average 15-minute program was 3 minutes 15 seconds in
the daytime; 2 minutes, 30 seconds in the evening. This radio
message contained more words than the average quarter-page
newspaper advertisement.
Total newspaper circulation was compsred with total
radio homes within the *«tat ion's primary areaj city newspaper
circulation was compared with the number of radio homes within
the city limits, not automobile radios nor radios in public
i
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buildings, and the like*
The 7 per cent of total circulation for News-
paper B" vl2. 7,700 with a retail cost of #115 per quarter-
page gives a figure of 1,4^ cost per reader. On the other
hand, "Station A" with 1 per cent of the total available
audience of 18 per cent of radio homes viz* 6,706, at the
standard $22 rate for 15 minutes of broadcasting gives a
cost per radio home of 0.3^. The same cost for the smaller
city circulation and audience gives a cost per reader fig-
ure of 2*1^, but the cost per radio home is lower at 0,6^^«
Again in the same city. Newspaper "D" with a larger all-
round circulation, 7 per cent of the total daily being
11,580, at a retail cost of $196 per quarter-page finds the
cost per reader to be 1.7^ to compare with the same 0.3<^
cost per total listener for "^'tation A". The smaller city
daily circulation and also audience determine a 1*7^ cost
per reader for the same cost quarter-page, as compared with
the same 0*6^ cost per "Station A" listener. Newspaper "D"
has a Sunday edition also and the circulation figures are
different and the quarter-page cost is higher. The 7 per
cent figure for the total Sunday circulation is 31,360.
The retail cost is $252 for the quarter-page. Consequently
the cost per reader Is 0.8^ not far from the 0.3/ listener
cost. The 9,940 7 per cent Sunday city circulation raises
the reader cost per quarter page to 2*5^ and the original

0#6^ for "Station A" listener Is still better.
In the other city, "Station B" based Its stndy on
evening programs, with higher radio rates and a higher
average tune- In*
With 7 per cent of the city and retail trading
area circulation, the newspaper space cost for a quarter-
page advertisement viz. $216 divided Into the net circula-
tion figure 6,567, the per thousand family cost for news-
paper. Is |30.40*
A fIfteen-mlnute program at Station "B" evening
rates would cost $64. Listener surveys made between 6:00
and 10:00 p.m. show a 7-day average radio audience of 29 to
41 per cent with two stations. Station "B" credits Itself
with 15 per cent of Its 30 per cent listening average. The
radio not circulation cost per thousand families would be
(2)
only $4.40.
All the above figures were published In a promo-
tional effort for advancing the radio as an advertising
medium. The figures were undou\itedly arrived at fairly and
clrrectly. And as radio claims that It "offers actual cir-
culation at a far lower cost per 1,000 than that of
(3)
newspapers". In one light probably such Is the case, but
(1)
Pellegrln, op. clt., p. 75
(2)
Ibid., p. 76
(3)
Ibid., p. 72
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almost any point can be proved with a given set of figures.
The newspaper came right back after the above fig-
ures were published to claim, "median cost per 1,000 cir-
culation for radio programs (based on time sales, excluding
talent cost) is f4«57j for newspaper retail ads |l,16".
With two direct contradictory statements, which is to be
taken with a grain of salt? Well, the "median" is simply
a position average, the value at the mid-point in an array.
"Median costs" signifies that there are lower and higher
costs. The newspapers have been duly conservative, but
Louis Heusman of the Columbia Broadcasting System's com-
parative survey said,
"I had the opportunity of going over
these comparative cost figures and the
methods by which they were determined
with some of the most * visual-minded*
agency, media and research men in some
of the largest agencies of this city.
And, without exception, they granted the
essential fairness of these figures and
methods of arriving at them, both from
the viewpoint of granting to printed
media every possible concession and basing
the radio figures upon the most conserva-
tive data available." (2)
So--the radio and the newspaper have each conducted im-
partial surveys and arrived at conflicting conclusions.
There must be factors that haven't been Introduced in
both surveys*
Business Week, "Media Slug It Out", No. 770,
June 3, 1944, p. 84
(2)
Pellecrrin, op. c't., p. 73

The most logical manner for the retail adver-
tiser to spend his advertising appropriation Is to place
it In the medium i.e. the radio or the newspaper, where
It can command the most sales per budget dollar . A
smaller budget will be more effective if placed In news-
paper advertising. Radio advertising must be cumulative
in order to bring about substantial sales, consequently
the retailer must plan for a sizable advertising budget.

CHAPTER VI
WHAT PEOPLE LIKE AND DISLIKE ABOUT RADIO AND
NEWSPAPER ADVERTISING
What the Radio audience Wants
Is Retail Advertising Welcome ?
The newspaper Indnstry in the Hew York City
dailies' survey flatly states that both men and women to
a great extent dislike radio commercials. There is proba-
bly a great deal of truth in that statement but retail com-
mercials are heard willingly, (says the radio industry)
with more Interest maybe than national commercials. Natur-
ally such a statement must be dependent upon the receptive
mood of the listener. When in the middle of a very enter-
taining evening program, it is comparatively easy for his
mind to wander so that he misses the commercial completely.
The retail spot announcements or chain-breaks catch the
listener more or less unawares. He is waiting for the nest
program most likely and he does hear the advertising mes-
sage for a time, but he may not want to listen, however,
CBS has made audience studies showing that listeners were
25 per cent to 50 per cent more conscious of advertising
when it was dislocated from the body of the program, yet
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they would rather hear a long commercial with entertainment
(1)
than a short one without.
The Retail Promotion Committee of the National
Association of Broadcasters made a survey among housewives
a) (J)
In Hartford, Connecticut. In order to compare the
roles of radio and newspaper advertising in their influence
on retail customers, the Survey question asked was: "In
general do you prefer to get your information about mer-
chandise from the newspaper or from radio?" Without question
of a doubt, the preferences were overwhelmingly for the news-
paper; 70 per cent preferred the newspaper. But, as the Co»*-
mlttee wanted to hear, when the respondents were asked: "If
a store advertised a house dress in the morning paper and on
the radio the same morning, where would you be likely to get
the information first?", 69 per cent said that they would
get it first from the radio.
Did these housewives really like to hear this re-
tall radio advertising? Like most people they didn't like
spot announcements • A sizable group, 90 per cent of the In-
terviewees, In answer to the question: "Would you like a de-
partment store program to be concerned only with information
about merchandise, or would you like to have an entertain-
ment program along with it?" said they favored entertainment
C!)
Business Week, "Blugs Limited", No. 734, Sept. 25, 1945
(2)
This is the Eastern city survey ns mentioned on p. 72
^'5)pigire, op, cit., p. 92'»-98
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In addition to Information. The majority of these women did
welcome retail broadcasting, then, and only 9 per cent of the
entire group Interviewed (mostly non-listeners) did not care
to hear any department store advertising on the radio.
The Survey made by Pact Finders Associates, Clark
Syndicate Newspaper Service (Grant Research Associates) on
behalf of six New York City dailies, gave rebuttal to these
NAB survey claims. This newspaper survey found that 69.6
per cent of the women interviewed would prefer radio pro-
grams without advertising whereas 65 per cent of the men
disliked commercials so much as to wish to hear programs
(1)
without any.
The New York City dailies survey does not distin-
guish between "national" and "retail" advertising, when men-
tioning men's and women's dislike for radio advertising. It
is Important to note that the man or woman questioned had a
general concept of the term advertising as applied to r«idlo.
In other words he or she did not necessarily think of "re-
tall" or "national" advertising when disfavoring radio adver-
tising. This survey of the New York City dailies was made
on various retail broadcasts aired over different New York
City radio stations. All types of retail stores advertising
by r^dio were included in the survey, not just department
stores as in the Hartford survey. Inasmuch as women take an
Business Week, "Media Slug It Out", No. 7*70, June 3, 1944
p. 84
{*
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Interest In department stores whereas they don't in shoe
stores or automotive, and furniture, stores, the question in-
volving department store retail radio advertising will be
more favorable than the question concerned with shoe, auto-
motive, and furniture store retail radio advertising. The
Hartford survey, favorable to radio, was conducted on de-
partment store retail radio advertising. The Kew York City
dallies survey, favorable to the newspaper, was based on aJLl
retail store advertising on the various stations.
Opening and Closing Announcements
Impartial observers say that there Is hardly any
justification for a lengthy commercial in the form of an
opening or a closing announcement. The listener, man or
woman, «oes not want to hear a lengthy commercial at the
beginning of a favorite program, and he most likely won't
wait for the closing commercial anyway. The place for any
lengthy commercial is in the middle of the program.
The majority of the Hartford women felt that a
radio description of a dress would be anough to guide them.
In response to the question: "Would you want to see a news-
paper picture of a dress described to you over the radio,
or would the announcer's description be enough?", 49 per
cent were satisfied with the announcer's descrlt)t5lon, while
46 per cent would want to see a picture too. Not only
dresses but any 'women's ready-to-wear' receives favorable
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attention through radio advertising, 32,5 per cent of those
mentioned would like to hear about such articles. A close
second, 51 per cent, would like to hear household articles
(1)
advertised over the radio.
Spot Announcement a
Spot announcements are used very extensively by
retail advertisers. "Spots" account for a goodly proportion
of the advertising sales volume of small stations. But they
are particularly obnoxious to radio listeners. In the survey
(2)
that CBS made of its audience, they found that the curve
of audience approval remained unbroken through "integrated"
commercials, but significantly dropped sharply for "orphaned"
commercials. Listeners were very much annoyed when as many
as two consecutive "spots" were heard between programs.
The listener is not the only oiae who frowns on
small spot announcements. The big national advertisers feel
that spots and chain breaks steal circulation which they have
spent thousands of dollars to build up. CBS expects its af-
filiates to clean house as far as the station-break commer-
cials sandwiched in between the network programs are con-
cerned. The network "placed restraints on affiliated
(1)
Piske, op. c it., p. 94
(2)
Business Week, "Plugs Limited", No. 734, September 25, 1943
i
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stations I
1) statlOBfbpsak plugs nast bs llnitsd
whepever feasible to aepvlc© nnnoTinoaiBsnts
snoh as time signals* and weather reports*
2) sponsorship will be liw^ted to products
which do not eonpete with products adver-
tised on either preceding or following net-
work programs,
3) adequate Mead alr» or pause will be left
between network and station-break annownoe-
sents**
Ttfnlng Out Qommereials
The radio industry realizes that many listeners
deliberately turn off the radio when a oonimero^al cones over
the air. Several studies have been nwde to try and f^nd wit
why cowmoroials are so disliked. Few people actually like the
Jingle style of sales appeal. They do not like ''the kind that
donends they ^o^ right out to their corner drug store and buy
the product." Repetitious and noisy* lotjd sound effects*
cowmercinls are also disliked.
These stisdies alao showed that there wore some co»-
mere'aln that people actually liked. These oo»werci»ls are
not spot announcements* however. Usually the ooawere^al fs
worked into the program. One woman respondent said* l^ke
the oomrwroial on the (name of program). Always try to mlee
pronounce the (name of the product). The orchestra works In
(1)
Avery* op. olt.* p. 28
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with the commercial also." A number of women stressed
the fact that they liked the idea of having products de-
scribed In -use. Aside from spot announcements, more retail
commercials are liked than are disliked.
Farticii^ar Article Advertised
Can radio listeners identify the advertised mer-
chandise that has just been presented with the program?
Radio says that that is the way advertisers can tell the ef-
fectiveness of their advertising messages. In the Hartford
survey, of the 170 women who recalled store names, 25 per cent
recalled that they were advertising particular products. But
65 per cent said that they could actual^ remember what kinds
of products were advertised. Afeain most women could recall
women's ready-to-wear and household articles. Side-by- side,
85 per cent of the respondents could recall stores which had
(2)
recently advertised on the radlo#
The newspaper says, quite on the contrary, that In
their New York survey, none to 5.8 per cent of available radio
homes in New York City were listening to retail sponsored ' radio
programs. One half of these programs rated less than 1.0 per
cent—and two-thirds of the sponsors could not be identified
by the persons Interviewed*
Understandably the radio and the newspaper indus-
tries could not agree on such a highly competitive point.
(1)
Avery, op. clt., p. 29
(2)
"Media Slug It Out", op. clt., p. 84
r r
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However, in the Hartford survey, the high percentage of
housewives recalling the retail store names and products ad-
vertised was undoubtedly brought about by the number of de-
partment stores that use radio advertising in Hartford. Other
retail stores and their products advertised could not be re-
called by some many housewives. But in New York City, depart-
ment stores do not radio advertise so extensively. The low
percentages of men and women recalling retail store names and
prod7icts advertised can also be traced to the comparative lack
of interest in retail store radio advertising other than depart-
ment stores.
Another factor in these surveys is the number of sta-
tions broadcasting in each city. New York has more radio sta-
tions than Harfford. There was one station in New York that was
broadcasting a retail store program but not a single radio home
Interviewed was listening to it I The radio listeners in New
York City have a greater choice of stations to tune in than
have Hartford listeners. Each retail sponsored broadcast was
heard by some listening housewife in Hartford. The majority of
Hew Yorkers who had their radios tuned in were listening to the
larger stations. This would account for the low percentage of
men and women listening to teme retail sponsored programs, they
being aired by the smaller stations. This same reasoning
could be applied to the Hartford listeners. They listens to
I
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all stations In greater proportions becanse there are fewer.
Therefore every retail sponsored program is heard by at
least a few housewives; thus the large percentage of Hartford
housewives* listening to retail advertising messages recalling
the advertiser and even identifying the product advertised.
What the Newspaper Reader Expects
Is Retail Advertising .Welcome ?
The newspaper Industry does not have to tell any-
body—except radio—how in^ortant retail advertising is to the
(1)
reader, and thus a boon to the retail advertiser. In the
New York City survey conducted by six dally newspapers. It was
found that both men and women welcome advertising in newspa-
pers. In fact only 13,6 per cent of New York City women would
prefer newspapers without advertising. It is generally known,
too, that the majority of advertising In the newspaper is re-
tall advertising. In the case of the men, 19,4 per cent would
(2)
prefer newspapers without advertisements,
(3)
Prom another point of view, viz, readership,
something may be said on retail advertising Interest. The
(1)
See page 34
(2)
"Media Slug It Out", op, cit., p, 84
(3)
See page 82

New York City survey established a median audience for re-
tall women's apparel advertisements In newspapers as 151,500
women. The median audience for retail- sponsored radio pro-
CD
grams was 29,000 listeners.
^at Women Waat
As stated in the Continuing Study of Newspaper
Reading, women
"w€^nt and get in their newspapers Interpretation
.
of the news, pictures, advice, entertainment,
and instruction in virtually every field of
special interest, whether it's cooking, phil-
ately, bridge, interirr decorating, finance,
sports, home building, books, the theai^re and
the movies, health, or affairs of the. heal?t,"(2)
The Continuing Study of Newspaper Reading estab-
lished percentages of median reading for women wanting
various types of neww content. Almost all women read all
of section one and section two, the current news sections,
of any newspaper. They like society news and pictures al-
most as well, 87 per cent median women readers. The comics
are popular with women Inasmuch as 79 per c cent read them.
The editorial page has 80 per cent women readership, but only
21 per cent actually read the editorials. The majority of
women do not like financial news. Only 10 per cent read the
il)
American Ne^-^spaper Publishers Association, op. clt., p. 35
(2)
See page 82
r r
1 r
financial section. Women do like sports news and pictures
as evidenced by 46 per cent readership.
Rutgers University Department of Journalism con-
ducted a survey among women shoppers in the United States
and Canada. The survey disclosed that 93.5 per cent of the
housewives interviewed preferred to see advertising in their
newspapers even if the newspaper could be published without
any advertising. Newspaper advertisements help 95.5 per cent
to know prices and values, and reminds 93.5 per cent of mer-
chandise they need. The survey also showed that 93 per cent
of the housewives found newspaper advertising helpful in
making up thdlr shopping lists. Newspaper ads keep 93 per
(2)
cent of the women shoppers "-style conscious".
Retail advertising is welcome whether it is read
in the newspapers or heard on the radio. Department store
advertising is heard by women when it is broadcast. The de-
partlhent store advertising in the newspaper could not be dis-
pensed with because women could not get along without it.
Other retail store radio advertising is not as welcome on
the radio as it is within the newspaper. Radio commercials
sometime or other do grate on one's ear; in such sense they
are not listened to but there are many newspaper ads, retail
or otherwise, that are not read either.
(1)
See Table 6 on page 83
(2)
American Newspaper Publishers Association, op. cit., p. 66
r o
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CHAPTER VII
WHAT ARE THE VALUES OP RADIO AND NEWSPAPER
ADVERTISING?
Why la the Exact Value of Radio Advertising
Indeterminate? ~""
Obtaining Proof of Program Acceptabtllty
The task of determining what people really want in
the way of radio entertainment and enlightenment la not easy.
People are forced to make their choice from programs actually
available or to turn off the radio. As Profeasor Sandage
put It J
"Thus, what people 11 aten to, currently
provides a partial measurement of their
deairea, but such a meaaure cannot take (1)
into account program types not yet tried."
The advertiser cannot know the number of people
reached by his program unleas he makes aystematic surveys
at fairly regular Intervals. If the retailer can avail him-
self of the services of a program rating agency, he should
(2)
secure their help. Most likely the retailer will not be
able to hire an audience analysis agency because they focus
major attention on network programs. He will have to make
(1)
C. H. Sandage, "Radio Advertising for Retailers", Harvard
University Press, Cambridge, 1945, p. 164
'See page 95

his own survey or have the radio station make it.
Testing Sales Influence
The radio program that has a large audience but
does not sell merchandise is absolutely worthless to the
retail advertiser. Richard Manvllle, in Sales Management,
brought out that several case histories show where programs
with high ratings have had low sales; Inversely shows with
low ratings have resulted In high sales. He said, "A radio
»rating» la not necessarily an indication that your show is
selling products for you." There is no necessary correlation
between sales and ratings as obtained by the use of the tele-
phone? i.e. a rating measures the number of people listen-
ing, not whether these people bought or did not buy.^^^
Pew retailers and other local business firms at-
tempt available scientific methods to measure results ob-
tained from the use of radio. They do apply some rule-of-
thumb measure or they have made mental notes concerning ad-
vertising results. For Instance, the retailer would com-
pare sales during and immediately after the announcement of
the advertisement on the air with sales during some earlier
comparable period. These mental notes might be made on tele-
phone calls, customer comments, and premiums given.
(1)
Richard Manvllle, "How to Measure the Potential Vglue ofYour Radio Advertising", Sales Management, Vol. 52, No. 7.A^ril 1, 1943, Vol. 52, No. 9, May 1, 1943, p. 26
r
•
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The estimates of radio success cannot be highly
accurate under this type of measurement. But major errors
In the appraisal do not present themselves very often. What
merchant could possibly rate his radio advertising as highly
successful when it was really a failure?
The Hartford, Connecticut, survey pointed out that
of the 173 women who had recently heard retail broadcasts,
43 per cent reported that the commercials had interested
(2)
them to the point of buying advertised products. That
alone ought to speak for the sales influence of any radio
program—one minute or one hour period. More than four out of
every ten listeners had recently bought merchandise they had
heard advertised over the radio, but only 75 could state what.
it was about the commercial that made them want to buy the •
product. About one-third mentioned price as the deciding
factor. Others gave reasons relating to the type of the
commercial, the description of a product In use, the commer-
(3)
cial as a reminder, abc
The listeners were asked, "Do you think they (re-
tail broadcasts) have made people more interested in these
(71) stores? In what way?" The survey showed that of those
(1)
Sandage, op» cit., p. 57
(2)
Piske, op, cit., p. 92
t3)
^wls H. Avery and Robert H. Leding, "Radio and Retailing
in 1943", National Association of Broadcasters, 1943, p, 27
(— *
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who had recently heard store broadcasts, 71,7 per cent
believed that they have made people more Interested in the
stores.
The largest group, 37.9 per cent, said that in-
terest was aroused by the programs because they made the
listeners more aware of the store. Others said the radio
advertising makes people want to go and see for themselves,
(14.5 per cent). The next largest group, 11.5 per cent,
thought people were Interested In the stores through radio
programs because they gave information. And particularly
interesting is the reasoning that if they liked the pro-
gram, it naturally follows that they like the store. Typical
is this reason, "Entertaining and relaxing programs. Makes
(1)
you grateful to them and want to buy there."
Retailer* 8 Claims
The radio industry says that there is a quantity
of evidence to prove that dealers prefer radio. They do
seem to have oases to prove their point.
In 1939, the Grocery Laboratory, a New York inde-
pendent food research organization, made a New York City sur-
vey for grocery stores, supe r-market s, and food brokers and
distributors.
One of the questions asked was this: "What type
(1)
Avery and Leding, op. cit., p. 25, 26
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of advertising more than any other 6.0 you believe most ef-
fective for a well-established food product?" The food
brokers, distributors, 60. per cent answered this question
in favor of the radio* The percentage of grocery stores
favoring radio advertising was 77 per cent. The super-
market also favored the radio as the best type of adver-
tising to the tune of 72 per cent. It might be noted es-
pecially at this time that the newspaper advertising was
favored by only 14 per cent of food brokers, distributors,
20 per cent of the grocery stores and 21 per cent of the
super-markets.
The survey also asked the following questions
—
all of which were overwhelmingly answered by the mention
of radio; "What type of advertising (more than any other)
would you recommend for a new dtood product?" "Do you ever
stock brands or products because of customer-demand traceable
to advertising?" If so, "what form of advertising has been
particularly effective in building such demand?" "What
form of advertising do customers mention most?"
A^bypical comment by brokers and distributors is
this J "We balieve that radio furnishes a most effective
contact with the consumer,"—Prince, Keeler & Co, A Hemp-
stead, New York, grocer said: "You get reaction right away
from radio... it's the most effective advertising,"
It is interesting to note that the first and
second choice of media with the grocers in New York City

and those upstate were In virtual agreement. Radio was the
first choice of 91 per cent of both the City and upstate
grocers. In the City 56 per cent of the grocers picked
the newspaper as the^ second choice, as did 55 per cent of
the upstate grocerso
The Retail Promotion Committee for the broadcast-
ing Industry conducted a survey among radio stations in co-
operation with the Graduate School of Business Administration
at Harvard University in a study being conducted by Professor
C. H. Sandage on the use of local broadcast advertising.
Sponsors in just about every retail business have
used radio successfully because radio listeners respond.
The Harvard Survey ssked a question on the success of radio
advertising to local business firms. Their estimates of
radio success were highly favorable. Of 572 retailers and
222 service establishments answering the "success" question
only six retailers and one service establishment stated that
radio had been unrucceesful. One-third or 33. per cent of
all retailers and 35.6 per cent of all service firms reported
that radio had been highly successful. Only 7.7 per cent of
all retailers reported slight success from radio.
This Impartial survey by Professor Sandage brought
out that!
(1)
Pellegrin, op. cit., p. 45, 46
* f
(
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"Relatively fewer department stores
reported high success than any other kind
of retail business. A number of factors
appear to influence this showing of de-
partment stores, including the relatively
small amount of the total advertising
budget placed in radio." (1)
In a countrywide survey made amongst 92 department
stores, 46 did not use radio advertising because they could
(2)
see "no obvious benefits".
In the Harvard Survey, retailers provided infor-
mation on the kinds of merchandise promoted by radio adver-
tising and the results obtained from, such promotions.
Several department stores reported highly success-
ful sales of men*s shirts, the day after the radio adver-
tising. William Pilene*s Sons Company in Worcester, Massa-
chusetts, sold over 2,000 ihite broadcloth shirts in a few
days after the radio promotion. The Filene commercial told
listeners that "Filene *8 Men's Shop proudly presents just
2,400 regular |3.50 shirt aristocrats made from Hindle English
Broadcloth at |2.29 each." Sales, in units, were 40 per cent
(3)
greater i^han sales the previous year when the price was $1,99.
Service stores devote their advertising to selling
a specific service. Take for example the case of a laundry
in a large Pennsylvania city. Located on the south side,
(1)
Sandage, op. cit., p. 58, 59
Advertising and Selling, "How Do Department Stores ITse
Radio?", November, 1941, p. 74
Sandage, op. cit., p. 66
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it sectiire* 95 per cent of Its business from south side resi-
dents. In 1939 the radio was adopted as an advertising
medlTun, New business came in from all over the wlty. The
laundry had increased its volume 130 per cent in two years*
time. The majority of the increased business came from parts
of the city not formerly served, but 83 per cent of the in-
crease was from residents of the south side.
Summary of Radio's Advantages
An eminent radio authority has ably said that,
"Radio is a highly versatile medium, combining elements of
(2)
the theatre, salesmanship, publicity, and advertising."
The retailer who recognizes it as such will be able to
clearly discern its advantages.
The radio advertiser may attract a larger than
normal audience by presenting an outstanding program. He
has a wide variety of types of programs from which he can
choose. He can select to a large degree the kind of audience
he wants by broadcasting the right program.
Radio has built up a large following in the medium
and higher income levels, simply because of its human appeal
and the variety of entertaining and informative programs.
In radio the advertiser reaches people in the
(1)
Sandage, op. cit., p. 71
(2)
Hettinger, op. cit., p. 21
Ii
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privacy of their homes. Inasmuch as he provides both the
entertainment and selling message, he is in a position to
capitalize fully upon the attention and goodwill which the
program creates* Little effort and concentration are re-
quired on the part of listeners to attend to and understand
radio programs.
Radio advertising Is timely and flexible. The
programs may be presented with the reg»ilarity and frequency
necessary for building an audience of habit^ial listeners.
Habitual listening decreases the competition from other
commercially sponsored programs thereby affording the re-
taller a measure of isolation for his sales message un-
eoualled In any other medium.
The human appeal of radio or the advantages which
the spoken word has over the written word viz. greater atten-
tion value, greater comprehennlon under normal conditions,
greater memory value, and a greater ability to convey emotional
content of a message, is invaluable to the broadcast advertiser,
A diligent analysis of the advantages of radio
has brought to light this statement j "A point that is often
overlooked is the effect of radio advertising in stimulating
the enthusiasm and winning the cooperation of a store's
(1)(2)
staff."
Edwards and Howard, op. cit., p. 478
(2)
The preceding paragraphs have been adapted from material
in Hettinger, op. cit., p. 10 and Edwards and Howard,
op. cit., p. 477, 478
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Radioes disadvantages are offset for the most part
by the advantages of the newspaper as an advertising medium.
Its value as an advertising medium per se is not affected
but its effective use under certain conditions is limited.
What is the Value of Newspaper Advertising ?
What Do Dealers Say ?
The dealers in this discussion are retailers who
advertise a product of a national advertiser. The manufact-
urer of the product that the dealer handles does the adver-
tising on a national scale. The retailer advertises his store
rather than the product of the manufactilrer. He is in a
position to gauge the results of the manufacturer's adver-
tising, and can judge the productiveness of the various ad-
vertising medi^juns.
Media preferences surveys am^ong dealers in many dif-
ferent lines have repeatedly established newspapers as the
favored medium, not only for sales but for building prestige
and creating inquiries,
A survey was conducted among new car dealers in the
city of Buffalo, They were asked what, in their optnion, was
the most effective medium for building prestige, creating
inquiries and producing sales.
The dealers voted 36 per cent strong for newspapers
as the most effective advertising medium on building prestige.
i
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Radio was second, a close second, with 32 per cent voting
for radio as the most effective advertising medluin as far as
building prestige goes.
The question on the best medium for creating in-
quiries also went 61 per cent in favor of newspapers. Acaln
radio was second, 24 per cent of the dealers voting for that
medium. On producing sales, 52 per cent of the dealers voted
for newspapers as most effective in such capacity, while 26
(1)
per cent voted for the radio.
Although these results are decidedly partial to the
newspaper, they must necessarily be accepted. The newspaper
is undoubtedly the better medium for creating inquiries. The
radio, on the other hand, would be quick to dispute the so-
called superiority of the newspaper in producing sales. The
radio is the better medium for introducing a retail product.
Dealers prefer the newspaper for some specific advertising
values, and they realize that radio can offer some benefits to
a particular advertising campaign. The objective, that the
advertiser and dealer have in mind, to be accomplished 5n any
advertising campaign, should give good indication as to the
selection of the medium--or media.
What Results are Obtained ?
The Bureau of Advertising of the American Newspaper
American Newspaper Publishers Association, op. cit., p. 70
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Publishers Association, in a 1939 promotional campaign,
were supplied with do liars- and- cents results from retail
newspaper advertising "by member newspapers, A few of these
case histories will be summarized.
A department store in an Eastern city inserted an
882- line ad for outdoor and porch chairs. In two days, 819
chairs were sold, totaling $1,539.72, The advertising cost
was only 2»3 per cent of two days' business and sales per
advertising dollar amounted to $43,64.
A Southwestern city furniture store bought 140
lines of newspaper space to advertise Vaaetian blinds. The
ad sold $364.50 worth of blinds in less than a week at the
very same low advertising cost of .8 per cent and the sales
per doller spent were $121,50.
A department store in a Midwestern city (population
group: 500,000-1,000,000) took 315 lines of newspaper apace
to advertise an offering of $12,95 dresses. The day after
the ad appeared, the store sold 100 of these dresses. That
day*s sales on the advertised item came to $1,295 which rep-
resented a cost to the advertiser of 5,6 per cent. The sales
(1)
return per dollar spent was $17,78.
The value of newspaper advertising as a sales-
producing medium for department stores is brought out in a
(1)
American Newspaper Publishers Association, op. cit.,
p, 143-146
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statement by William H. McLeod of Pllene»s, Boston—
"Since the early days of the Pilene*s
store, we have been users of the daily
newspaper.. . .Today newspaper advertising
plays a most important part in attract-
ing customers and business to our store
as it has year after year."
Retail sales, other than department stores sales,
amounted, in 1939, to |33,92O,00C,OO0 in the United States.
Retail newspaper advertising, other than that done by the
department stores, amounted, in 1939, to |180, 000,000 in
the TTnited Stataes. Total retail sales were $37,950,000,000,
In the United States while total retail newspap^sr advertising
(1)
amounted to $310,000,000 In 1939.
Summary of the Newspaper's Advantage s
In the majority of cases, the best medium for the
retailer 3 s the rcwf?paper. The newspaper has several tre-
mendous advantages over other fcrrms of advertising. Most of
these advantages grow out of four gener-il ch9racter?.stics
of the medium! its universal appeal, its daily appearance,
its fresh, vital contents, its localized circulation.
"Of first importance is thA great number of peo-
(2)
pie it reaches at small expense— " The m.edium gives com-
plete coverf^ge, reaches the whole family. Its regulariby
(1)
American Newspaper Publishers Awsoc^ation, op. cit.,
p. 67, 68
(2)
Edward Kaylin and Alan K. Wells, "Simplified Sales Pro-
motion for Retailers", National Retail Dry Goods Associa-
tion, 1940, p. 91
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gives quick check on advertising results} its flexibility
and speed fit right Into the dally retail store operation.
The newspapers provide a news background for the advertising
and give it a "home town flavor". There are also fewer size
restrictions*
The advertiser's message In today's newspapers can
get quick results and the experience of successful adver-
tisers ihow that the cost of reaching a customer, getting
attention, securing results and producing sales with news-
paper's pace is extremely small. Big results are obtainable
with small budgets.
The newspaper allows the advertiser to not only
describe his merchandise but also to visualize it. The
newspaper can give merchandising assistance to the retail
advertiser and help h4m to know local markets. He is also
ideal to use newspapers for test campaigns,, becuase with
little cost advertisers can use newspapers which completely
cover a potential market. Daily newspapers offer an adver-
tiser a chance to hammer his sales message home every day,
(1)
or as often as necessary to do the job.
The outstanding disadvantage of newspaper adver-
tising viz, waste circulation is counteracted by the many
(1)
The preceding paragraphs summarizing the newspapers'
advantages were adapted from Edwards and Howard,
op. cit., p. 387-389; American Newspaper Publishers
Association, op. cit., p. 114-129
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advantages* For its outstanding advantages, the majoritj
of retail stores have done fairly well, putting up with the
limitations of the newspaper.
The layman cannot distinguish between the value
of newspaper and radio advertising. He might realize that
it is a little more difficult to escape those frequent com-
mercials because it is harder to close one's ear than to
shut one's eye. He doesn't have to exert himself 5f he
doesn't want to read newspaper advertising. The laymsn
commonly thini:s of all radio advertising as something he
hears too much of. But, newspaper advertising does not an-
tagonize the reader becuase he does not have to see it, as
he unconsciously skips over it* The general run of news-
paper and r adio advertising goes unnoticed as far as the
average layman is concerned. However, both radio and news-
paper advertising sometimes do incite the layman to buy the
advertised product or service. The average layman is not
capable, therefore, of judgiug fairly the relt.*:5ve merits
of a^ry radio or newspaper adverti'^ing— side-by- side. The
public does not know advertising well enough to gl-ve an
objective opinion. The layman knows radio or newspaper ad-
vertising only as it influences him. He has hardly any
reason to reject any promotional statements as made by
either the newspaper or radio as competitive advertising
media.

CHAPTER VIII
FACTORS OF RADIO AND NEWSPAPER ADVERTISING THAT DO NOT
LEND THEMSELVES TO COMPARISON
The Spot Announcement as Retail Newspaper AdvflT'1v<_gj^ng
Time Element
The spot amouncement of the radio may be compared
with the small retail newspaper advert! S3irent. The spot an-
nouncement must depend upon the impression that it mekes up-
on the ear of the listener. It is able to secure only a
limited amount of attention. The contact with the listener
is very brief. The announcement cannot possibly create
sufficient interest to build up a regular listening group,
because time is too short. Also a large number of snnounce-
meHts are broadcast within a comparatively short time and
the effectiveness of each one is further restricted.
The newspaper reader can hurry through his article
but the radio listener must stay with the announcement, if
he wants to listen until the end. He cannot speed up the
announcement and as he waits there is an element of suspense
as each word unfolds. This suspense increases the attention
of the listener and increases his interest.
The retail radio copy miist be written for the ear.
^
(1)
See page 30, 49
r
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Persons experienced with the spoken word shotild edit the copy
before it is presented as broadcasting script. It is a very
bad mistake to make retail newspaper copy do the work of re-
tail radio copy. Visual copy will never produce results on
the radio because it is written for the eye— not the ear.
The distinction between the spoken and the written word must
be kept in mind.
Psychologists have had something to say on aural
presentation versus visual presentation. In 1936 Dr. Elliott
discovered: "Experiaents on memory for trade names in adver-
tising presented on a screen and by radio showed superiority
for the auditory mode in 19 out of 20 situations." Profes-
sor Henry DeWlck of the University of North Carolina found
clearly and definitely that the persons tested were able to
remem.ber better and also longer what they heard rather than
(1)
what they read.
The function of a spot announcement in radio Is
only one--to sell* The retail advertising In the newspaper
must first attract attention. In radio there is no need to
shout for attention, because "every line of copy is a head-
line; there is no * small type'." The space advertising, of
the newspaper, requires the reader to pull his attention
away from the editorial content in which he is primarily
interested. Radio brings the advertising to the listener
(1)
Pellegrln, op. cit., p. 21
I
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without any effort on his part because there Is no editorial
competition*
The smallest retail ad In the newspaper has greater
potential impression value l^han the most potent spot commer-
cial. The reader of the newspaper may have the paper before
him as long as he likes. If he misses the small furniture
store ad on page 5 when he first glances at his evening paper,
he might possibly see it when he takes up the paper again
after supper* On the supposition that he does not see the
ad, if he doesn^t get the gist he can read it again if he plans
to make a purchase. On the other hand, if the listener misses
the spot announcement or any commercial for that matter, it
is gone. Radio copy through rep4tltion of product names,
store locations, etc. tries to combat this disadvantage, if
It can be called one.
Personality
In terms of comparison, "sound effects are to the
ear what Illustrations are to the eye. They assist the mind
(1)
in visualizing a situation." This statement would seem to
Indicate that radio has a powerful personal approach. Radio's
Illustrations are pictures painted in the mind of each
(1)
Hettinger, op. clt., p. 7
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Individual listener. These pictures are just what the in-
dividual wants to see.
Radio's pictures are personalized in that they
encourage the listener to form his own images. The reader
does not form his own ideas, he has a printed page before
him which is objective. Impersonal and limited. The reader
cannot supply any of his own images to the confined specific
details of the printed picture.
Retail radio advertisers take their spots or
their commercial announcements right into the homes of all
America. They present their sales talks wight in the fam-
ily circle. They don't have to be seen fe© be heard. The
human voice alone will penetrate the minds of the listeners.
The ear is more sensitive than the eye and will retain
more than the eye. But that personalized human voivemust
say something to impress the attention value of the listener.
»
There is no way that the printed page can be per-
sonalized to the extent that radio is. The human voice is
at all times personal and after all what is radio but the
human voice? Print has no personality about it. As Mr.
Pellegrin said; "The human voice tends to make auditory
impressions more personal and caution is more exercised
toward printed than toward spoken material."
Pellegrin, op. cit., p. 22
r'
f
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Prejudice Against Spot Announcements
People do not listen to the radio to hear the
advertising being presented. Any person who ever turned
a radio dial was looking for enfeertalnment or Information,
The radio exists to bring entertainment or Information to
the public. The advertising supports the listener *s
favorite programs. Unconscious as Hfee listener might be
about the fact that It Is he who supports the programs that
remain on the air, nevertheless It Is a fact. Is It any
wonder that people don't like announcements that jun^ right
In on an unsuspecting listener?
In August, 1942, Robert Llttell wrote a piece
about radio's ao-called "Pluguglies" for Reader's Digest .
He made fan of the awkwardness of those radio cornmer'^ials
which are the exception rather than the rule. By all means
there are commercials, spot or otherwise, that do "grate on
the ear." "Ehese few sour commerc5al3, or "ugly plugs", are
not the major earmark of radio, however.
The "slam-bang" commercial is no longer a novelty.
Radio's leaders have learned, as they did a long time ago in
prlntei advertising, that hollering may not be tha best
way to make a sale. However, even an easy, reasonable,
good-natured sales-talk delivered as a cpot cnmcvncement
m.eets considereble resistance. It isn't the make up or the
delivery of the spot that coimts, it's the fact that it is
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wit>xOut a program that leads to audience dislike, Never-
the less, there are spot announcements such as time signals
(1)
that are definitely a national service.
Public opposition has been directed against the
practice of crowding from three to five actual or stimu-
lated spots between popular programs. The national adver-
tisers are particularly guilty in this respect by their
use of "hitchhike" and "cowcatcher" announcemerits. These
terms have been defined as follows
<
"A hitchhike announcement is one designed
to promote product Y, but hitched on the
end of a pi'ogram devotad primarily to the
promotion of product X and with a suffi-
cient number of seconds Intervening between
the program and the X commercial to make the
Y commercial appear to be independent of the
program. Products X and Y are, of course,
produced by the same company, A cowcatcher
announcement follows the hitchhike pattern,
but comes at the beginning rather than at
the end of a program, "(2)
Radio Management should take these listener ob-
jections seriously, whether or not such spot messages have
been effective in selling merchandise. There is a legiti-
mate place in the station program and time structure for
spot announcements, however, but there must not be too many
(2)
so as to actually flood the airways.
Media Dollar vs. Dollar Costs
(1)
Adapted from Paul Hollister, "Careless Listening", Adver-
tising Sc Selling, Vol. 55, No. 9, September 1942, p. 1"^, 18
(2)
Sandage, op, cit,, p, 184-188
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No TTnit of Compariaon
There is no unit characteristic of radio and news-
paper in themselves that can be used to measure unit costs.
The unit by which radio is sold is of course time, viz, so
many jiinutes and seconds. The newspaper advertising is sold
by the space, viz, so many lines on so many columns.
Of course, unit costs are compared, but the unit
is something outside the media-- some unit common to both.
For instance relative costs are measured by the number of
people reached or by the circulation attained by the same
dollar expenditure for each medium.
The Pact Finders Associates, Clark Syndicate
Newspaper Service (Grant Research Associates) survey for
the six New York dailies compared unit costs by both these
obvious methods. These separate studies found that per
one hundred thousand audience, 86 per cent of the total news-
paper advertising was seen while only 14 per cent of all
the radio advertising broadcast was actually heard.
The survey established that for one thousand
women reached, the radio cost four times as much as the
newspaper. Again, another promotional point was put forth
by the newspapers, that for one dollar invested in radio
the retail advertiser actually reached 219 women—but the
one dollar invested in the newspapers reached 862 women.
Let it b3 understood that this one dollar does
not represent an equal amount of soace and t^.r.e. What amount
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of space wcjld equal five in5m'tes tlrce? The two cannot be
relegated to one common "unit of measurement. Therefore, it
is the success of the advertising campaign that determines
the dollar cost of reaching an audience. One would divide
the audience reached by the time cost to get the number of
people reached per dollar. As the time cost remains gt??ble,
any increase in audience will naturally give a larger num-
ber of people x'eached per dollar time cost. If a unit of
radio time ecu Id be compared equally with a unit of newspaper
space, the coat per unit of any radio time would exceer' the
cost per unit of the equal newspaper space. Any advertiser
knows, com.paratively speaking, that radio time is more
costly than newspaper space.
Expenditures in Each Medium Determined Beforehand For a
Befiaitg Purpose
When a retail advertiser appropriates a sum of
money for newspaper advertising, he knows that his ulti-
mate objective is to sell something whether it be goodwill
or specific merchandise. He will probably have a fairly
general idea of v;hat he can expect the newspaper, as an
advertising medium, to do for him. That would just about
constitute the outlay that the advertiser would set aside.
There are some things that the newspaper cannot do for the
advertiser. The radio might do it better. Consequently,
a portion of the advertising expenditure will be allocated
I
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to radio. The advertiser should give attention to the
expenditure necessary to provide effective impact.
The advertiser must deliver his message to the
right person. He cannot afford to waste time ot money on
non-prospects. If he wants to reach a person on the way to
work, he would place his advertising in one of the morning
papers. On the other hand, if the advertiser wants to reach
the whole family together to talk to them as a group, he
would most certainly select the radio as his advertising
meclium. The advertiser recognizes the importance of group
psychology to sales psychology when he uses the radio. VlTien
he purchases advertising in the newspaper;? he knows that he
is talking to each reader alone
•
The retail advertiser must consider the product
that he is attempt lr..g to merchandise. Aside from the fact
that some merchandise Is not acceptable to advertising by
radio, there are some products that radio camiot effectively
sell as proven by experience. Success in radio has been
"slight in the case of neighborhood stores or in the case
(
of stores with a very limited territorial or class market,"
Some advertisers say that because their product
is "different" it isn't adaptable to radio advertising.
There are very few products that haven't been successfully
advertised over the air, if the medium has been given a
(1)
Sandage, op. clt., p, 11
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chance to prove Itself. The newspaper will be the better
medium for the "neighborhood shops such as grocery stores.
(1)
drug scores, and independent filling stations."
There have been cases where merchants used radio
in the attempt to move goods that were not selling because of
little or no ability to satisfy customer needs or wants. Need-
less to say, the radio advertising was not successful.
The local firm is not interested in a mass market
as is the national advertiser, therefore programs with a
more or less general appeal are oftan not the type that will
bring major benefits to the local merchant.
The retail advertiser will generally appeal to
one major segment of the community. This group may r'^pre-
sent a "particular income group, housewives, children, farm
folk, a distinct racial or nationality group, people with
a particular cultural background, or thotie engaged in a
(2)
specific occupation." He may use 'jither radio or newspaper
for effective coverage. William A. Thomson set dorn as one
of the reasons why he thought the !i3v»5paper a good medium
of advertising: "Newspaper advertising is the life-blood
of local trade because it touches all consumer sources in
(3)
every community."
The radio will probably give more intensive coverage
(1)
Sandage, op. cit., p. 12
(2)
Ibid., p. 15, 16
(3)
Thomson, optcit., p. 42
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the further the locality from the city retail trading
area. Whereas only a few people will read the big city
newspaper consistently they probably all have radios. These
rural folk are potential customers for the big stores in the
city. They may purchase by mail order, because they don*t
get Into the city too often. It is more than probable that
these small town residents read only the local paper. Conse-
quently retailaadvertising appearing in the big city news-
paper would not be seen by very many folks. Rather than
submit copy to the local newspaper, the advertiser broad-
casting knows that the same eommercial that the urbanites
hear is also heard by the rural dwellers.
The commercial radio copy, aside from the basic
rules for writing effective copy for radio broadcasting,
is written one way for institutional advertising and another
way for f.dvertising seeking direct action. The retailers
"depending on institutional advertising
gave less attention to building effective
commercial messages thsn was true of those
whose objective was designed to secure
direct action. Thus, the commercials of
one firm were devoted exclusively to em-
phasis on size and standing in the commun-
ity. No attempt was made to give specific
reasons for hi^^ community standing. "( 1)
The copy appeal for the newspaper advertising
necessarily takes into consideration whether or not the
campnicrn is institutional or promotional. The copy is
(1)
Sandage, op. cit., p. 92
Ii
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writtdn differently for different readers. The retail
newspapers advertising does not talk about price alone, but
tells the public about store Ideals, store services, store
management that makes these prices possible.
It has been seen that the type of product determines
whether or not the advertiser will outlay the major portion
of his advertising budget to the radio or to the newspaper.
The extent and saturation of the market also is very Instru-
mental in swaying the major portion of the advertising appro-
priation to either the radio or to the newspaper. Lastly,
the appeal to a specific group necessitates variations in
copy theme for both mediums. The costs for newspaper copy
vary greatly, considering the talent Involved plus all the
mechanical processes to present the ad on the printed page.
There is also talent Involved in writing commercials but costs
vary for the most part only as the time it takes to deliver
it, subject to so many minutes per length of program.
i
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CONCLUSION
The retail store advertiser will use one medi-um
to a fsr ptreater extent than any other. The two most widely
•used media, the newspaper and the radio, one or the other,
will be used more extensively. The local advertiser should
decide which one is better to promote his store and its
merchandise.
On the face of it, he sho^ild take into considera-
tion the merchandise he is advertising. Is this merchandise
acceptable to the radio?--to the newspaper? Which medium
will give him better market coverage at a low circulation
cost? What type of audience is he trying to reach, etc.?
All these primary factors must be taken into consideration
before the retailer takes any steps to place his advertising
message in either one of the media.
It is highly improbable that either medium will
excel in all these factors. For instance, the retailer
might find that the newspaper gives better market coverage
although there is a lot of waste circulation involved. On
the other hand, he knov/s that he can just about select any
type of audience by broadcasting a particular type of pro-
gram. This fact might offset the cost of radio broadcasting
as the individual retailer sees it.
Most retailers think that the newspaper gives
better market coverage then does the radio. The newspaper
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completely saturates the retail trading area. Not all
people own a radio but just about everybody reads the news-
paper. Radio advertising cannot cover the retail marketing
area as thoroughly as the newspaper. The newspaper covers
a market so completely that there is overlappinpr in the
coverage. In intensity of market coverage, I think the
newspaper does a better job than does the radio.
There are some products and services that experi-
ence has proved cannot be advertised successfully over the
radio. The retailer will probably come to know this fact
by the trial and error method although an iripartial author-
ity could tell him which products cannot be advertised suc-
cessfully by means of radio.
Under another aspect, the radio cannot treat some
products w5th the same degree of frankness thao the news-
paper can employ. However, the retail advertiser most likely
knows whether or not his product rem Ires that certain de-
cree of frankness.
Most products and services can be advertised suc-
cessfully and according to the self-imposed rules of cen-
sorship in both media. There is no set statement to claim
that for one product, one medium is any better than the
ofHer. In those cases where a particular product cannot be
advertised in one or the other media, becau'^e of censorship
or successfulness, there is only one choice in the first
place.

The retail advertiser may select his audience with
the medium of radio. By broadcasting the proprram that ap-
peals to a particular group of listeners, the group that the
retailer wants to beam his advertising message to, he has
hewn from that tremendous block of potential listeners.
Radio has a juvenile audience which is not ne-
glected by any manner of means. The juvenile audience is
very important to many retail advertisers. There are some
goods that can be advertised directly to the children. Their
Interest may be stimulated by clubs, societies, games, puzzle
free offers, etc. (Children pay more attention to commercials
directed to them than do their elders. Many children bring
the attention of the advertiser's message to their parents.
After all, the parent is the purchaser, the one whom the ad-
vertiser ultimately wishes to reach.
The newspaper cannot reach the juvenile audience
directly. Children do not read the newspaper. All news-
paper advertising is directed to adult readers. The psycho-
logical appeal to children has no place in newspaper adver-
tising. The retailer who recognizes the significance of
group psychology in audience appeal knows that radio is his
best bet. The radio talks to the far i.ly group at one sitting
The product advertised may interest only one or two members
of the family circle but the other members may influence the
interested parties to act.
The newspaper reader reads his paper alone. The
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advertising that he sees must stand for what attention he
alone gives it. Nobody else is reading it with him. The
newspaper advertiser cannot count on group psychology. Il-
literates can only be reached through radio. There are many
persons who cannot read yet they are prospective pu.rchasers
of any advertised article.
Foreign groups may be more easily reached by means
of a foreign language program than by advertising in a foreip-n
language newspaper. The particular city may not have a foreign
language newspaper. If there is a large foreign population in
the city and there is a foreign language newspaper, it is my
opinion that the retail advertiser will be assured of better
coverage with the newspaper than he would with a foreign
language radio program.
By using radio, he has a better opportunity to choose
the type of audience to be reached than he does in his news-
paper advertising. I think that the radio gives the retailer
the better choice of 'who will be reached' but the newspaper
will give him better 'how many will be reached'.
This 'how many will be reached' is the circulation
of the newspaper. The circulation of the retail trading area
is all that is of any interest to bhe retail advertiser.
Radio's circulation is greater over a wider area, but the
retailer is interested in that area where the residents come
into the city to do their shopping. As has been said, if the
newsp?=!per does give better coverage than rad'^o, it is only
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because of its concentrated circulation.
The waste circulation of the newspaper 1s accepted
by any retailer because he knows that the circulation is so
5ntense that there is no way to avoid waste circulation. He
believes that it will be more advantageous for him to accept
this waste circulation of the ne^/spaper in view of the fact
that it will give him better circulation than would be pos-
sible with radio.
To take all factors into consideration, not arguing
from campaign unit costs , newspaper advertising is less costly
than radio advertising. However, It has been seen that per
some unit costs , radio advertising Is less costly than news-
paper advertising. That is, armiing backvrards from the suc-
cess of bhe advertising campaign, such unit costs as cost per
person reached, cost per advertising dollar spent, etc., the
radio advertising cost figures may be less than a particular
newspaper campaign, successful or unsuccessful. Aside from
the unit cost variances, the small advertising budget will
do moie for the retailer in the newspaper than the same a-
mount spent In radio time.
Many retailers could not begin to advertise in
radio because of the expense involved. Continuity is so very
important in radio that an occasional spot announcement would
be next to v;orthless. The small retailer would have to use
at least one »spot» per day and then he would have a hard
time trying to build radio continuity. The small retailer
i
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would have to spend the majority of hj s advertising budget
in radio if he cotild expect any success. He wouldn't he
able to spend much in newspapers where I think he would be
far better off.
Before undertaking an advertising campaign, look-
ing only at total dollars to be spent, and forgetting about
unit costs based on estimated successes, I am sure that the
retailer will be able to see that a newspaper c<^mpaign will
be less costly than a radio campaign.
I have said that as far as the retailer is con-
cerned the newspaper will give him better coverage than will
radio (point 1 for the newspaper). Either radio or the news-
paper is adaptable to practically all product advertising
(neutral point). The radio will allow the retailer to se-
lect his audience better :han the newspaper (1 point for
radio). The newspaper offers the better circulation because
it is concentrated in the retail trading area (point 2 for
the newspaper). On the whole, newspaper advertising is
less expensive than radio advertising (point 3 for the news-
paper) •
The count is 3 points for the newspaper, 1 point
for radio, and 1 point neutral. I trust that I have chosen
the five common points that the avera^re retailer would look
for in the media. Of all the advantages and disadvantages

(1)
mentioned in the preceding pages, the majority are con-
cerned with these five points.
I think that the newspaper has proved, with its
majority of points, that it is the better medi-um..
After having treated the suhject. Radio or News-
paper Advertising: for Retailers , as impartially as I know
how, I have come to the conclusion that the newspaper is
the better of the two media. I think that radio is too
big for prcfitp.ble retail advertising. There is also a lot
of truth, in consumer dislike for radio's spot announcements.
The local aspect of the newspaper makes it, I
think, stand heads above radio as an advertising medium for
the retailer. All the advantages of the newspaper combined
with its disadvantages give the ne^'^spaper a higher pl.?ce in
t?he sun than the combined advantages and disadvantages of
radio.
Leave radio to the national advertiser but concede
that the retailer's advertising belongs primarily tn the
local newspapers.
(1)
See pages 135, 140
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